
Chapter 7

Evolution of a Reliable and Extensible
High-Level Control System for an
Autonomous Car

The reliability of autonomous vehicles is heavily dependent on their software frameworks,
which are required to interface and process data from many different sensors on board the
vehicle, perform navigational processes such as path planning and lane keeping, take action
to ensure safety and display data to an operator in a useful fashion. These sensors can
include a combination of cameras, LiDARs, GPS, IMU, and odometric sensors to achieve
positioning and localisation for the vehicle and nearby objects in their environment and can
be challenging to integrate. In this paper, we present a hybridised software framework that
combines sensor and navigational processing for autonomous driving. Our framework utilises
a modular approach for interfacing and safety functionality, whilst navigation and sensor
interfaces are implemented as nodes in the Robot Operating System (ROS). Our testing
results verify the suitability of our framework by integration with a hardware-in-the-loop
simulation system and for fully autonomous field driving.

7.1 Introduction

The Renewable Energy Vehicle Project (REV) at UWA has developed an intelligent au-
tonomous test vehicle, utilising a Formula SAE race car (see Fig. 7.1) as a platform (Formula
SAE [293] is an annual student competition organised by the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers with events worldwide). Using such a vehicle allows us to target driving applications,
both on- and off-road, in structured and unstructured driving environments. We have incorpo-
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rated full drive-by-wire control of the electric vehicle’s throttle, steering and the hydraulic
braking system. The use of a Formula SAE car provides several advantages for such a project
as the vehicle is mechanically simple. Formula SAE cars with similar designs are common
at universities worldwide and the size of the vehicle makes testing accessible. Furthermore,
the use of an electric vehicle makes the project significantly more practical for student work
and the hardware installed in this project can take advantage of the large amount of electrical
energy already available on the vehicle.

Fig. 7.1 Autonomous SAE Vehicle.

For the driverless FSAE project, our goal was to be able to autonomously drive a vehicle
around a race track. Initially, this was achieved by placing waypoints along the ideal driving
line, as well as “fence points" to lock out non-driving areas. Maps can either be recorded
by human or remote-controlled driving or specified through a Google Maps driven web
interface. During autonomous driving, a laser scanner and camera are used for detection of
road edges as well as any obstacles on the track. Our current work involves increasing the
level of automation to drive a semi-structured (traffic cone or road edge delineated) race track
by first automatically driving and mapping the path without prior knowledge of the track and
then redriving it, optimised, at greater speed with the assistance of inertial navigation.

Safety systems are essential for a driverless system, as the car weighs more than 250 kg
and is capable of driving at a speed of 80 km/h. Both the low-level drive-by-wire, as well
as high-level navigation system have independent safety systems built in. These include
active geofencing, remote intervention, remote heartbeat and remote emergency stopping,
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which are implemented through a fail-safe wireless link to a base station as well as through
hard-wired buttons on the vehicle itself.

The previous revision of our framework [294, 306] had a heavy reliance on a central
control module, which required all the sensors and their submodules to function. These
submodules were developed over time using different programming languages and are
partially redundant, which made integration difficult. First, this was streamlined in an
approach whereby each module is programmed with a C++ interface that communicates
with either a path planner or a drive control system. Here, we present the integration of this
approach with the Robot Operating System [307] which allows the further separation of
functions into ROS nodes and provides a consistent application programming interface (API)
for implementation of additional sensors and higher level automation, whilst the original
program, now running as a ROS node, deals with critical interfacing and safety functions.

Additionally, this approach presents a long-term advantage whereby our framework is
made fully open and contributable by students and enthusiasts looking to implement our
framework onto their custom-built vehicles. When compared against other autonomous
driving frameworks such as Apollo [295] and Autoware [296] that mostly target commercial
vehicles requiring expensive hardware, our approach leverages hardware and fabrication
methods that are more affordable. The framework has been integrated with a simulator which
provides the ability to test software modifications and algorithms prior to deployment to the
vehicle.

Our contributions in this paper are demonstrated through the proposal of our high-
level autonomous control system that interfaces through standard, off-the-shelf sensors
and equipment. This system is made holistic through the integration of the following
features — real-time localisation through odometry and dead-reckoning; object segmentation
and detection using LiDAR and camera; real-time path planning via waypoints or object
positioning; visual navigation with odometry, object recognition and tracking, and semantic
segmentation; and a hardware-in-the-loop simulator for prototyping verification.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the system
framework with an overview. Section 7.3 describes the sensors that are used. Section 7.4
presents the path planning approaches used in the system. Section 7.5 explains how vi-
sual navigation is performed on the system. Section 7.6 highlights our driving simulator.
Section 7.7 describe our system validations, before the concluding remarks are drawn in
Section 7.8.
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7.2 System Overview

In order to satisfy the requirements of resiliency, flexibility, extensibility and simple in-
tegrations, a publish/subscribe software architecture was used. This allowed for highly
decoupled software to be developed, with each component or series of components needing
only to conform to the expected message type on the input and output topics. The use of a
publish/subscribe architecture allows for nodes to be easily swapped in and out in order to
test different solutions, as well as allowing multiple components to make use of the same data
sources without modifying the source, providing simple methods of logging, data capture
and data replay.

It was decided to use ROS as the publish/subscribe layer of the application. This decision
was influenced heavily by the usage of ROS in the Apollo Auto [295] project, as it is shown
to be reliable and performant. This also provides a path for upgrades, with a version of ROS
modified for automotive use through the addition of shared memory transport for message
passing, support for the Protobuf [297] message passing protocol, and the decentralisation
of ROS to reduce single points of failure available on an open-source licence. This also
allows for any components developed to be more easily ported to the complete Apollo Auto
platform at a later stage. In addition, the popularity of ROS ensures that there are a large
number of existing modules available for use, allowing the team to focus on the goals stated
above, instead of on creating supporting code and utilities. Based on the desired functionality,
it was determined that the publish/subscribe architecture would initially require the nodes
and topics outline in Fig. 7.2.
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Fig. 7.2 SAE vehicle software framework.

We migrated the existing code base of the high-level software system to use the ROS
framework in 2018 to reduce the development complexity of the software system. ROS
provides low-level device control, implementation of commonly used tools, message passing
between processes, and package management [307]. Instead of creating an independent
system where a broker would manage the intercommunications between modules (programs
that have a specific function) ROS readily provides these services. Hence, the user only
has to create nodes (programs that perform a certain function) that listen and talk to other
nodes. Using ROS therefore simplifies the integration process for each individual module in
the system. By defining the topic information for messages to communicate, the individual
nodes can work together without too much effort in integration.

More specifically, existing modules in our system presented in [306], including modules
for logging, web server and serial communication were replaced with their equivalent ROS
packages, as they are often more stable and better supported. All existing messages from the
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system are converted into ROS messages. The testing for the individual modules therefore
only requires minimal changes to the core software.

The ROS version used on the SAE vehicle is currently ROS Kinetic Kame running on
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS which will be long-term supported until April 2021.

7.3 Navigation Sensors

XSens GNSS/INS

ibeo LUX LiDAR

FLIR Cameras

Autonomous Indicator

Fig. 7.3 The SAE vehicle’s rack-mounted sensors.

The SAE vehicle performs autonomous driving through a combination of navigation sensors
including LiDARs, cameras, wheel odometry and inertial measurement unit (IMU) (as shown
in Fig. 7.1, with the sensor rack detailed in Fig. 7.3) which are categorised into four categories
— odometry, dead reckoning, LiDAR and camera systems, which are elaborated upon in their
individual Sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.4.

7.3.1 Odometry

The SAE vehicle has been fitted with Hall Effect sensors on each wheel which send data
through a comparator and an OR gate, and generate a pulse train to an Arduino Nano [308].
The sensors count pulses for each wheel and report them to the low-level controller with
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timestamps. The linear velocity and rotational velocity are then evaluated by a low-level
controller with the feedback from the steering sensor. The accumulated pose information
is then combined with the wheel odometry of the SAE car. The goal for implementing this
wheel odometry is to provide basic offline localisation within a low-level system and to be
further fused with other sensors such as IMU, LiDAR and cameras for a more accurate global
positioning.

7.3.2 Dead Reckoning

Having an accurate state estimation is crucial for making optimal decisions for future control
inputs to effectively navigate the environment. Dead reckoning on the vehicle is achieved
through the Xsens MTi-G-710 [309], which is an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that is
equipped with a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) running at 50 Hz. However,
these sensors are susceptible to noise and imperfections which introduce uncertainty to the
measurements. Hence, we introduce an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to fuse data from
these sensors with that from odometry using a model of the car’s dynamics to obtain a more
precise estimate of its state. Since the computation of the car’s movements requires direction,
trigonometric functions are needed. The EKF linearises these non-linear functions using a
first-order Taylor series approximation [310], where it is approximated according to [311] in
equation (7.1).

f (uk,xk−1)≈ f (uk,xk−1)+
d f (uk,µk−1)

dxk−1
(xk−1 −µk−1) (7.1)

where u and µ are the mean and the estimate of x, respectively. With an EKF, we calculate
the fused covariance values Pk by predicting next state and the next error covariance using
the current state and current estimate error covariance. xk is the current pose at time instance
k and f is a non-linear transition function that converts the past state to the current state; state
x is composed of the car’s x-y coordinates and orientation ϕ . We perform this as a three-step
process, following the descriptions in Section III of [312]:

1. Compute the Kalman gain K

2. Perform the correction to find the current state xk, and

3. Calculate the new process error Pk

This is used as the foundation for our experiments on sensor fusion, as described in Sec-
tion 7.7.1.
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7.3.3 LiDAR System

The vehicle utilises an array of Light Distance and Ranging (LiDAR) systems. This consists
of a SICK LMS111-1010 [259] and an ibeo LUX 4 [258] connected through an Ethernet
switch to the Nvidia Jetson TX1. The LMS111 scans a single layer at 50 Hz while the
LUX scans four layers at 10 Hz featuring in-built object detection and tracking. The
data is published by each of the LiDAR’s ROS drivers and processed to achieve desired
functionalities.

The LMS111 is mounted forward-facing on the front of the vehicle at 15 cm above the
ground to obtain a 270° field of view, suitable for detecting close obstacles and scans a
plane close to horizontal. The point cloud is sorted and then from left to right; each point is
assigned a cluster identification number based on distance to the next point and the angle
between it and the next point relative to the laser. This delivers accurate obstacle detection
with features such as cluster size indicating the size of the obstacle, allowing for classification
of obstacles (such as a cone). The LUX is mounted above the driver and pitched towards the
ground slightly such that the lower layer scans the ground 20 metres ahead of the vehicle. It
is utilised to achieve road edge and object detection at a distance.

Road edge detection is achieved by analysing the depth information in one of the layers
and checking it for both smoothness and slope. The central data points and those near them
are considered and checked to confirm that they meet the slope criteria (the road should be
relatively flat so no great changes in depth should be noted in a line). Iteratively, further
and further points are considered in a stepwise process where the correlation coefficient is
considered at each point. The road edge is the point at which the correlation coefficient is
the highest whilst the slope condition is still being met. This approach was improved with
the implementation of a Kalman filter which creates a time-averaged estimate of the road
edge-position assisting in the prediction of the current road edge. A detailed description of
our methods is presented in [291].
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Fig. 7.4 Point cloud generated from the LMS111 (coloured) and the LUX (4-layers, white)
(left) and the scene where it was captured (right).

The in-built object detection and tracking of the LUX will be used for fusion with the
obstacles reported through processing of the LMS111’s data. The comparison of positions of
objects reported by the LUX and LMS111 will increase the likelihood of detecting an object.
The LMS111 giving information on the objects on a low and horizontal plane and the LUX
giving information of objects in the mid to far range. In turn, this object information will
also be fused with that of the camera vision. We use both LiDARs to collectively generate a
point cloud as illustrated in Fig. 7.4, captured during a test run. The LMS111 point cloud is
coloured based on its intensity, retrieving information on the reflectivity of the surface struck
by each point. The LUX is scanning layers onto the path in the distance while also picking
up a large amount of detail from the surrounding vegetation as pedestrians walk past.

7.3.4 Camera System

A pair of FLIR Blackfly GigE [313] cameras are mounted on the vehicle’s frame to perform
tasks related to visual navigation, such as semantic segmentation and visual odometry. These
cameras are fitted with Fujinon f/1.2, 2.8–8 mm wide-aperture varifocal lenses [314], and are
individually capable of capturing a wide field of view. To suit our application, these cameras
use 1.3 megapixel 1/3" global shutter CCD image sensors that will not be affected by any
distortions caused by the rolling shutter effect [315]. The cameras are connected to a Gigabit
Ethernet switch that connects to the Jetson TX1, interfacing them through Blackfly’s ROS
node where it is configured to record at 10 Hz per channel.

At the time of writing, the use of stereoscopic vision for autonomous driving is still
subject to evaluation. Our application focuses on using monocular vision that is paired with
measurements from the LiDAR system in order to achieve depth perceptions. The methods
that we use for semantic segmentation and visual odometry for this paper currently do not
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require a stereoscopic setup. Our implementation of these methods is further described in
Section 7.5.

7.4 Path Planning

We have programmed the control system to deliver path planning routines to drive either
through a series of predefined waypoints, or in between a series of traffic cones placed on
either side of the vehicle.

7.4.1 Waypoint Driving

The underlying idea behind waypoint driving is to drive a set of predefined points in between
the starting position P1 (x = 0, y = 0 and orientation ϕ = 0) to the destination position P2,
which can be obtained through the differences in GPS coordinates. These waypoints can
either be stored in Cartesian coordinates in an array or in our test case, they are selected
based on the driver’s preference by selecting position points on RViz [316], which are
then confirmed on the console. To ensure that all points can be driven smoothly with the
consideration of the correct heading to the subsequent point, a spline approach has been
implemented within this design to generate the desired path.

Once the waypoints are chosen, two static paths are shown on RViz (see Fig. 7.5). The
first path (green) consist of straight lines that interlink all the points with the arrow at the end
showing the destination heading. The second path (purple) is the desired path which consists
of a smoothed curvature that passes through all of the waypoints, the generation of this path
is based on the Hermite spline interpolation technique [317] with the required parameters
which are the four vectors:

1. Current position, P1

2. Target position, P2

3. Tangent of departure from current position, T1

4. Tangent of approach from target position, T2
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Along with four Hermite basis functions Hn(u)

H1(u) = 2u3 −3u2 +1 (7.2a)

H2(u) =−2u3 +3u2 (7.2b)

H3(u) = u3 −2u2 +u (7.2c)

H4(u) = u3 −u2 (7.2d)

where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 which represents the start to finish motion. We then construct the resultant
path f by calculating the product between the vectors and the Hermite basis functions

f (x,y,ϕ) = H1P1 +H2P2 +H3P3 +H4P4 (7.3)

Fig. 7.5 Calculated waypoints on RViz with inputs from (7.2) and (7.3).

The actual simulated driving pattern (red line) is determined based on the distance
measurement between the current position of the vehicle against the desired path (purple)
with a predefined tolerance range, and limited maximum turning angle ranged between ±25°.
The desired path is constituted by a finite number of points generated from the Hermite spline
interpolation. To avoid oversteering or understeering, we compute the slope differences for
both the driving path and the desired path. With this logic in place, the vehicle is either
turning left (ϕ > 0°), right (ϕ < 0°) or moving straight either at a constant speed or slowed
speed for a sharper turn in order to reach the goal point (ϕ = 0°).

7.4.2 Cone Driving

The current iteration of the path planning procedure uses obstacle detection of the cones to
determine the correct path. This algorithm is similar to our solution in [306], but simplified
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to allow for quicker calculation. Our cone driving module accepts cone locations from either
the map, LiDAR or camera, classifying them as objects. Then, the vehicle navigates to drive
within the track formed by cones safely without collision. Using a range of the maximum
turning circle of the car, of both a left-hand turn and right-hand turn, it then looks at which
predicted paths will intercept cones. The vehicle dynamics are thus limited during motion
planning such that the steering angle does not exceed 25°. Our algorithm will iterate through
all cones within the car’s range and calculate the best collision-free path to undertake, as
detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Cone driving
1: procedure CONEDRIVE(cones in range)
2: init steering_range to [-25,25]
3: for all cones in range do
4: evaluate collision_range with cone
5: exclude the collision_range from steering_range
6: end for
7: if steering_range is empty then
8: stop
9: else if all steering_range ≤ threshold then

10: select largest steering_range
11: else if all steering_range > threshold then
12: select steering_angle with minimum change in current direction
13: end if
14: drive toward centre of steering_range
15: end procedure

7.5 Visual Navigation

The vehicle is capable of performing visual navigation tasks through a combination of
semantic segmentation, visual odometry and visual cone detection that is decided depending
on the application requirements. These tasks commonly rely on the OpenCV [318] library,
utilising functions such as handcrafted feature detection, general image processing and
transforming. It achieves a visual perception of the driving environment through the camera
system as described in Section 7.3.4.
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7.5.1 Road and Lane Detection

Our system uses either semantic segmentation or edge detection to detect road edges and lane
markings, depending on the environment’s complexity. Using semantic segmentation also
enables obstacle recognition which can be integrated with the LiDAR system. Environments
are complex when there is a lack of uniformity in pose, features and illumination. While
it is possible to solely rely on modules within OpenCV here, the performance of using
handcrafted features alone for image recognition is restricted by variations in image quality,
brightness, and contrast. In order to improve its performance under these environments,
we selected SegNet [110] for semantic segmentation due to its high compatibility and ease
of implementation. Its ability to perform pixel-wise classification for road scene objects
complements the drawbacks of a single image processing scheme.

The architecture of SegNet uses a convolution encoder and decoder setup that classifies
objects into one of the following classes — sky, building, column-pole, road-marking, road,
pavement, tree, sign-symbol, fence, vehicle, pedestrian and bicyclist; with a class average
classification accuracy of 65.9% [110]. Our application uses SegNet whereby road, road
markings, and pavement are classified (see Fig. 7.6), which is useful for road edges detection.
However, OpenCV is simultaneously used to perform image processing, with the first step
being camera calibration to get an undistorted image. This is achieved using a chessboard
image and finding its corners to get two accumulated list — a 3D point in real-world space
and a 2D point in an image plane. We then use the camera calibration function in the
OpenCV library to obtain the camera calibration and distortion coefficients. Our experiments
using SegNet for autonomous driving was performed in [319], where we have evaluated its
segmentation accuracy in our test environment through the calculation of its pixel accuracy
(PA).

PA =
∑i nii

∑i ti
(7.4)

where nii represents the number of classified class i pixels correctly classified to belong in
class i, and ti represents the total number of pixels in class i belonging in the ground truth.
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Fig. 7.6 Semantic segmentation results during a test drive. This scene resulted in a pixel
accuracy of 99.31%.

The road edges detection process finds lane markings at both sides of the car. We have
noted that lane marking detection can also be performed solely using OpenCV functions,
especially in non-complex, uniform environments with minimal illumination variations,
thereby reducing its computation requirements. Algorithm 2 describes our approach.

Algorithm 2 Road and Lane Detection
1: procedure LANEDETECT(histogram_vector from camera)
2: undistort image_frame from lens distortions
3: Sobel filter image_frame as filtered_image
4: threshold filtered_image as binary_image
5: obtain histogram_vector for binary_image on y-axis
6: split histogram_vector into left_half and right_half
7: for each histogram_vector do
8: find peak_position on y-axis
9: init sliding_window at bottom of image at peak_position

10: while sliding_window not at top_of_image do
11: find mass_center of sliding_window as line_point
12: move window to the mass_center
13: move window iteratively on x-axis towards top_of_image
14: end while
15: fit line_point with second-order polynomial
16: end for
17: end procedure

The lane distances are obtained using pixel values that are converted into metres, and its
scaling factors are according to Australian road width standard of 3.3 to 3.5 metres. However,
this image processing approach might fail when the lane markings are not clear or there are
no lane markings. Therefore, using SegNet’s results can effectively mitigate this drawback
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due to its ability to robustly detect and classify road and lane markings, whereby the same
road distance calculation can be applied to find the vehicle’s distance to the road edges.

7.5.2 Visual Odometry

Our system implements ORB-SLAM2 [172] as our baseline algorithm for visual odometry
based on its use of Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB) features for mapping, tracking
and place recognition. ORB features are similar to Binary Robust Independent Elementary
Features (BRIEF) with an extra feature of introducing rotation invariance and noise resistance,
while utilising Features from accelerated segment test (FAST) for corner detection. This
results in a balanced compromise between accuracy and computation footprint, making
it desirable for our hardware setup. Although initially proposed as a visual simultaneous
localisation and mapping (SLAM) algorithm, our ORB-SLAM2 application focuses on visual
odometry as we do not implement its loop closing feature. To further increase the efficiency
of this algorithm for our specific needs, a new set of vocabularies were trained using the
images collected from the cameras mounted on the car. This reduces the size of vocabularies,
which results in improved memory footprint. The Jetson TX1’s 256-core embedded GPU is
being used to improve image processing through parallelisation. The original ORB-SLAM2
was not adapted for this acceleration. In order to boost runtime performance, the applied
ORB-SLAM2 has been rewritten to adapt CUDA [211] and thus utilise the GPU on the
TX1 [320]. Fig. 7.7 illustrates an experiment with ORB-SLAM2 on a path segment as shown
in (a), with its generated path in (b) through the tracking of features along subsequent frames.
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(a) Tracked keyframes (b) Resultant path

Fig. 7.7 ORB-SLAM2 experiment showing (a) tracked keyframes as red points that results in
(b) the generated path in blue with the said tracked features as red dots, overlaid on satellite
imagery.

7.5.3 Cone Detection

Handcrafted features that combine a linear classifier are utilised for cone detection using
OpenCV. We use the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptor across an image to
find and segregate regions of interest (ROIs) that may encompass a cone, which is then used
as inputs for a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. For all regions that are positively
classified, the hue layer is thresholded with an orange value, as our system is benchmarked
using orange cones. We finally apply a histogram to the thresholded image and then obtain
the position of the cone within the image frame. However, in order to fuse this classification
result with other sensors, the detected cones must be presented in the global reference frame.
This is done by applying a perspective transform to the image, and with the assumption that
the vehicle is driving on a flat plane. The position of the cones in the global frame can then
be obtained by projecting these cones onto a horizontal ground plane.

In order to reduce the effect from variations in brightness caused by the different sunlight
angles, more samples must be included in the training process of the SVM. This significantly
degrades the runtime performance of the entire system while offering only a minor accuracy
improvement. Because of this, we designed a convolutional neural network (CNN) to provide
a flexible feature extraction method to adapt this variation in the environment. This network
has two convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers, which are used for detecting
cones. In order to run the visual cone detection process smoothly along with all other modules
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in the system, we designed the network to be simple with a small footprint. Using this CNN
yielded increased detection accuracies as compared to the SVM approach while offering
similar runtime performance [321].

7.6 Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

Simulation is a cornerstone of autonomous vehicle testing, allowing high-level software such
as image processing and path planning to be tested in predefined scenarios on a much faster
schedule than is possible with hardware testing. In addition, the use of autonomous driving
simulations allows for testing to be performed in faster than real time, and for testing to be
scheduled and the results reviewed at a later time.

We designed a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation system, whereby an interface
between the high-level software of the autonomous SAE vehicle and the CARLA driving
simulator [322] allows software components such as localisation and path planning to be
tested in a simulated environment, resulting in faster iterations as tests can be conducted at
any time that is convenient. This interface consists of a ROS node that retrieves environment
data such as a camera feed and LiDAR point cloud from CARLA and sends movement
commands to CARLA. Due to the message passing system used by ROS, this interface
can easily generate and consume the outputs and inputs expected by other ROS nodes
without requiring changes to the application, even across multiple devices, and allows for
the application architecture in Fig. 7.8. This allows CARLA to be run on a more powerful
computer more suited to generating a simulated environment while still allowing for the
Jetson TX1 to be used to run the SAE vehicle software in order to maintain as realistic an
environment and workload as possible, as the control hardware and software on the simulator
is identical to the ones used in the real vehicle. In addition, the simulation node handles input
from a Logitech G920 racing wheel [323] and simulates the low-level safety systems in order
to allow overriding autonomous functions using manual inputs in a similar manner to what is
possible on the SAE vehicle.
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Fig. 7.8 Simulation software framework.

7.7 System Validation

In order to verify our system, we conducted experiments relating to sensor fusion for dead
reckoning, waypoint and cone driving, and the driving simulator, which are elaborated
individually in Sections 7.7.1 through 7.7.4.

7.7.1 Sensor Fusion

The odometry measurements are compared to the fused odometry and IMU position estimate
using our approach described in Section 7.3.2. To gather the data, the vehicle was driven in
a relatively straight path on an even plane and as a result the z coordinate was omitted. In
Table 7.1, we hence measured and calculated the displacement of the car’s state ∆xk and its
error covariance Pk across three time instances k measured in seconds. We then compared
the values obtained through pure wheel odometry (no IMU fusion) against that from the
EKF (with IMU fusion); these values are expressed in Cartesian coordinates (x, y) and are
measured in metres.
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Table 7.1 Displacement & Error Covariance Comparison

IMU Fusion k ∆xk Pk

No 50.88 (1.430, 0.030) (0.0160, 0.0160)
100.91 (41.070, 13.934) (0.0160, 0.0160)
150.89 (58.000, 27.680) (0.0160, 0.0160)

Yes 50.88 (1.436, 0.025) (0.0130, 0.0134)
100.91 (41.073, 13.901) (0.0132, 0.0132)
150.89 (57.970, 27.658) (0.0132, 0.0133)

The results in Table 7.1 shows an improvement in the certainty of positioning, whereby
sensor fusion has performed corrections to the coordinates and improved the covariances in x
and y. In our tests, the combination is sufficiently accurate for this application.

7.7.2 Waypoint Driving

We carried out our experiments for waypoint driving by measuring its path planning accuracy
through the calculation of waypoints across several driving scenarios as shown in Fig. 7.9.
Figure legends are as presented in Section 7.4.1. This accuracy is quantified by the car’s
projection error εP (the maximum deviation of the path projection from the ground truth),
and its root-mean-square error εrms.

εrms =

√√√√ n
∑

i=1
(Di −Mi)2

n
(7.5)

where n denotes the total number of records; Di and Mi denotes the distance of the ground
truth and the projected path, respectively at record i.
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Fig. 7.9 Generated path projections Mi (red), its ground truth Di (purple) and the linear
displacements of waypoints (green). [Grid size: 1m×1m]

Distance error measurements are shown in Table 7.2, while heading angle deviations
were found to be insignificant.

Table 7.2 Error and Distance Measurements from Fig. 7.9

Fig. 7.9 εp (m) Mi (m) Di (m)

(a) 0.316 13.895 13.579
(b) 0.000 10.895 10.895
(c) 0.412 15.053 14.158
(d) 0.368 15,263 14.482
(e) 0.474 13.895 14.105
(f) 0.626 14.053 13.737

Using the values of Mi and Di in Table 7.2, εrms was calculated to be 0.525 m, which is
85% accurate when compared to the average transverse track width of 3.5 m. This accuracy
indicates that D is relatively close to M across the total i records. Additionally, the increase
in track complexity (such as through the addition of sharper turns and more segments)
contributes to a greater increase in εp, as compared to the increase of (Di−Mi). As expected,
εp is non-existent when a perfectly straight path is generated as shown in Fig 7.9b.
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7.7.3 Cone Driving

Cone driving on the car follows the setup as prescribed by the standards set by Formula
Student Germany’s Track Marking and Skidpad for Dynamic Events (DE6.3/DE6.4) [324].
Each cone measures 228×228×325 (l ×w×h) mm and they are placed as pairs 5 m apart,
creating a track width of 3.5 m, as illustrated in Fig. 7.10.

Fig. 7.10 Experimental setup for cone driving.

The system obtains the positions of the cones through the combination of LiDAR and
vision processing. Data from the LiDAR is simultaneous to visual cone detection to provide
a more robust solution to cone positioning. In our experiments, the speed of the car is limited
to 5 ms−1 due to safety considerations.
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Fig. 7.11 Visual cone detection showing the detected cones in bounding boxes.

To detect cones in the vicinity, we first apply the process described in Section 7.5.3 to
find a suitable path to navigate. Fig. 7.11 shows the detected cones in bounding boxes, which
are red upon detection turns green as it passes the colour filter. The accuracy of visual cone
detection for our initial training and test sets are good, at 96.3% and 92.1% respectively, with
its F1 score as calculated in Table 7.3, which are given in their mean, best and worst cases as
measured from each frame across different lighting conditions. These results imply that our
classifier is highly accurate under certain conditions and with a mean F1 score of 0.85, our
visual cone detection algorithm is therefore deemed suitable for the system.

Table 7.3 F1 Scores for Visual Cone Detection

Case Precision Recall F1

Mean 0.9568 0.7644 0.8499
Best 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Worst 0.7500 0.5524 0.6362

Meanwhile, measurements from the LiDAR are used to accurately obtain the relative
position of the cones. Its accuracy is verified by comparing it against their ground truth
distances. We have thus calculated the mean distance error εd to be 21.30 mm with its
standard deviation σd at 15.49 mm. By evaluating these results against the 5 m cone
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distances, we have subsequently deduced that the LiDAR system is adequately accurate for
dynamic cone positioning.

Fig. 7.12 Visualisation of the path planner on cone driving. Immediate cones are red and
subsequent cones are yellow; green regions are viable paths.

Paths are generated through the clustering and filtering of LiDAR data. With reference to
Fig. 7.12, the vehicle will drive straight following the green arrow in the green region as it
has the largest range free of objects. Path planning for cone driving was tested across three
sets of recordings N to verify the consistency of path generation across all subsequent frames
Σn. Frames with false positives and negatives are considered erroneous frames ne, where
the error percentage e is then calculated with our results given as Table 7.4. With a mean
false detection of less than 5% and the erroneous frames at less than 8%. We have therefore
deduced from these results that our cone driving algorithm is adequate for autonomous
driving. Note that these errors can be further remedied with frame coherence, which is
capable of eliminating the classification of stray frames.

Table 7.4 Path Errors

N ne Σn e

1 7 84 7.14%
2 3 62 4.84%
3 1 24 4.17%

The runtime performances of individual nodes were recorded during our experiments,
which are given in percentages as their means and standard deviations for CPU (avgCPU,
stdCPU) and memory consumption (avgRAM, stdRAM), as tabulated in Table 7.5. The
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sensors’ driver nodes make up the largest utilisation percentage, with the image captures
occupying over 60% of the CPU footprint to capture a series of 3-channel, 8-bit calibrated
RGB image from the camera pair. The LiDARs collectively consume 18% of CPU. The path
planning (ConeDetect) and high-level control nodes operate at 20 Hz, with 11% CPU usage.

Table 7.5 Runtime Performances for Cone Driving

Nodes avgCPU stdCPU avgRAM stdRAM

Camera 63.47% 3.862% 1.5% 0.0%
IMU 7.157% 0.5182% 1.9% 0.0%
LUX 9.955% 0.6802% 1.7% 0.0%
LMS111 7.586% 0.4830% 0.30% 0.0%
ConeDetect 7.605% 0.7858% 0.38% 0.040%
roscore 0.1354% 0.1909% 0.88% 0.61%
control 3.557% 0.2461% 0.30% 0.0%

7.7.4 Driving Simulation

The effectiveness of the simulation system was measured through the drawing of comparisons
to results gathered from testing of the SAE vehicle. Given the current work involving
autonomously driving a traffic cone delineated race track, a focus was placed on the relative
accuracy of the LiDAR and visual cone detection systems compared to results gained from
test drives of the SAE vehicle. Comparisons were made by recreating a cone track on a
flat plane in the simulation system and performing visual comparisons of the results. A
comparison of the tracks used is displayed in Fig. 7.13.
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(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 7.13 Scenarios used for comparing (a) real and (b) simulated LiDAR and visual cone
processing outputs.

From Fig. 7.14, the output from the simulated LiDAR is significantly more detailed than
that on the SAE vehicle. As such, the original LiDAR output from the simulator (white
points) was cropped to simulate the LiDAR available on the SAE vehicle through the use
of ROS’ “pointcloud_to_laserscan” package, resulting in the 2D laser scan data displayed
in green. While these laser scans are not identical, with the real data displaying the ground
on the far right as a result, of the uneven terrain, these figures show that the cone locations
identified are sufficiently similar to allow testing of higher level components (e.g. path
planning) on the simulated system.

(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 7.14 LiDAR cone processing outputs from (a) real and (b) simulated scenarios.
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7.8 Conclusion

We have presented a software framework for a high-level control system that is designed
for autonomous vehicles that is both modular and scalable. Our design approach using
open-source software with commercially available sensors and parts hopes to encourage
similar projects especially in academia where we have fitted a student competition vehicle
for full autonomous driving. These projects can therefore be low-cost while allowing users to
adapt the software to the vehicle’s and environment’s needs. This system aims to be holistic
by incorporating all the necessary modules required for autonomous driving, including sensor
interfaces and fusion, localisation, path planning, visual navigation and road detection; as
well as cone driving and an identical driving simulator for both real-world and simulated
tests. It is therefore easily deployable while requiring minimal configuration. Experiments on
path planning, cone driving and the simulator proved that this system is robust and adequate
for implementation. We are eager to correspond with any entities who wish to incorporate
our approach in their respective projects.



Chapter 8

Hardware-in-the-Loop Autonomous
Driving Simulation without Real-Time
Constraints

Simulation is a cornerstone of autonomous driving efforts, allowing testing to occur more
rapidly and with significantly less risk than is possible with hardware platforms alone.
Simulation systems must be able to emulate a variety of sensors including cameras and
LiDARs in order to allow high-level software such as image processing and path planning
to be tested. In this paper, we present a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation system
without real-time constraints. It is based on CARLA to give access to the sensors required
to test high level software, and incorporates compute hardware identical to that used on an
autonomous vehicle platform in order to provide realistic constraints regarding available
processing power. In addition, we explore the Robot Operating System (ROS) based software
framework used on the Formula SAE (FSAE) vehicle and its integration with the driving
simulator. Finally, we validate the sensor outputs and vehicle dynamics of the simulated
system against a physical autonomous driving hardware platform.

8.1 Introduction

The Renewable Energy Vehicle (REV) Project at UWA is currently focused on the develop-
ment of autonomous driving applications. This development has occurred predominantly
on a hardware platform consisting of an FSAE [293] race car converted to an electric drive
equipped with an ibeo LUX LiDAR, an Xsens MTi-G-710 combined inertial measurement
unit (IMU)/global positioning system (GPS) and a number of cameras for sensing, an Nvidia
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Jetson TX1 for compute, and full drive-by-wire capabilities. The goal for the driverless FSAE
project is to increase the level of autonomy of the vehicle as it drives around a race track,
from relying on waypoints placed manually through a Google Maps driven web interface, to
relying solely on input from the variety of sensors available on the vehicle. This should result
in the vehicle being capable of driving and mapping a semi-structured race track (with edges
delineated by either cones, as displayed in Fig. 8.1, or road edges) with no prior knowledge
before generating an optimised path and re-driving the track at a greater speed.

(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 8.1 Track setup used for comparing real (a) and simulated (b) LiDAR and visual cone
processing outputs.

This platform is equipped with a variety of hardware safety systems and provides a
number of advantages, such as being mechanically simple (resulting in low maintenance
requirements and allowing for modifications to be made with ease) and being able to provide
ample electrical power to the onboard sensors and hardware. However, given that it is a
250 kg vehicle capable of speeds up to 80 km/h, it is subject to onerous safety requirements.
In addition, it is not a road-licensed vehicle, preventing testing on public roads. These issues
provide the motivation for the development of an HIL simulation system without real-time
constraints, designed to allow more frequent testing in a wider range of environments with
minimal risk while still presenting the same constraints on the available compute hardware.

The viability of the HIL simulation system outlined in this paper, especially in terms
of ease of integration and maintainability, was influenced greatly by the current software
framework utilised on the FSAE vehicle. As such, this software framework will also be
explored in this paper.

In order for simulated testing to be effective, a high degree of similarity in vehicle
dynamics and sensor outputs must be maintained between the simulated and real systems.
As a result, validation of these aspects of the HIL simulation system against a physical
autonomous driving platform was undertaken.
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The contributions of this paper are: developing an integration between CARLA and ROS;
verifying the correlation between real and simulated sensor measurements; establishing and
verifying that neither simulation nor real vehicle require hard real-time constraints to operate;
and quantifying the time saved through use of simulation experiments as an initial step before
experiments on real vehicles.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 8.2 introduces the current
software framework utilised on the FSAE vehicle. Section 8.3 introduces the open-source
software used as the basis for the driving simulator, and details the integration with the
software framework utilised on the FSAE vehicle. Section 8.4 outlines the sensors available
on the FSAE vehicle and the equivalent sensors available in the simulation software, along
with the cone detection and path planning algorithms currently available on the FSAE vehicle.
Section 8.5 presents our experiments and results, followed by potential future works in
Section 8.6. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 8.7.

8.2 Software Framework

This section introduces the software framework currently utilised on the FSAE car. Given the
use of this software as a development platform in an autonomous vehicle, it was imperative
that it be flexible and extensible, allowing for new components to be easily integrated, as well
as resilient to software failures. This set of requirements led to a publish/subscribe software
architecture being utilised, as it allows for highly decoupled software to be developed with a
minimal set of shared dependencies, with each component (or series of components) needing
only to conform to the expected input and output message types. By extension, this also
allows for components to be developed in different languages depending on their importance
and required performance characteristics, reducing the development time for simple, non
critical components. The use of a publish/subscribe architecture also allows components
to be swapped in and out, simplifying the testing of different solutions, and providing
simple methods of logging, data capture and data replay that do not require modifying each
component individually.

Based on the success of the Apollo Auto project [295], it was decided to use ROS [307] as
a base system to provide the desired publish/subscribe functionality due to the resilience and
performance that it displays. In addition, this provides a series of potential future upgrades,
from transitioning to the Apollo platform [325] for improved performance due to shared
memory transport for message passing, Protobuf message support, and decentralisation
to reduce single points of failure, to adopting the complete Apollo Auto platform should
access to a supported hardware platform eventuate. The usage of ROS now ensures that
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any components developed will be compatible at any stage in this upgrade path, while also
providing access to a large library of existing components and libraries, minimising the
amount of supporting code and number of utilities that must be developed by the group to
support common activities.

The nodes and message passing required to meet the current goals of the REV Project
were heavily influenced by the software modules and interactions defined in the software
architectures of two open-source autonomous driving platforms, Apollo Auto [295] and
Autoware [296]. Apollo Auto is a Baidu-led project with partners including major automotive
manufacturers such as Ford and autonomous driving hardware suppliers such as Nvidia and
Velodyne. The project is aiming to implement full autonomy on highways and urban roads by
the end of 2021, and is already used in production on over 100 autonomous shuttles operating
in closed venues [326]. Autoware is a similar project which has been adopted by over 100
companies, and which is qualified to operate driverless vehicles on public roads in Japan.

The high-level architectures of these projects, one of which is presented in Fig. 8.2,
display significant similarities in the flow of data and controls throughout each system. This
starts with environment data from sensor suites, followed by localisation and perception
modules, with the processed data then being utilised by planning and control modules. The
software framework developed for the FSAE vehicle was designed around the commonalities
of these architectures, with appropriate adaptations being made to ensure compatibility with
the hardware available on the FSAE vehicle. For example, due to the lack of sufficiently high
resolution LiDARs, adaptations have been made to remove the need for HD mapping.

Sensing

Camera

LiDAR

IMU/GPS

Perception

Localisation

Object Detection

Prediction

Decision

Target Planner

Object
persistence/tracking

Planning

Navigation

Path Planning

Actuation

Low Level

Fig. 8.2 High-level architecture of the Autoware project, adapted from [327].
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Due to the flexibility of the publish/subscribe-based framework, this is an outline of
the required functionality only, with the potential for some of the nodes displayed to be
broken down into a series of smaller components. For instance, development of a variety
of “Object Filter” nodes can be hastened by dividing it into two nodes as demonstrated in
Fig. 8.3, one to simply combine the incoming object arrays into a single array (“Object Array
Concatenation”), and another to perform the filtering (“Object Filter”). Development of
nodes in this manner provides additional benefits, such as requiring only a single component
to be modified should a new source of object data be introduced, such as a radar system.

Object Array

Video Processing
- Cone Detection
- Road Detection

Object Array

LIDAR Processing

Object
Array

Object Array
Concatenation

Object
ArrayObject Filter Target Planner

Fig. 8.3 Division of ROS node responsibilities.

8.3 Driving Simulator

Driving simulation systems have long been a cornerstone in efforts to lower development
costs for advanced driver assistance systems [328–330] and are used extensively by major
automotive manufacturers [331–333].

Given the potential for uncertainty in the regulatory landscape to slow down progress into
autonomous vehicles [334], companies such as Waymo [134], Cognata [335], rFpro [336]
and Nvidia [337], as well as an open-source collaboration between Intel, Toyota and the
Computer Vision Center [322], are extending on these ideas by developing autonomous
driving simulators in order to allow autonomous vehicles to be trained and tested without
regulatory hurdles. In addition, driving simulators allow testing of a series of predefined
scenarios to be performed quickly [338], as well as allowing testing to occur for scenarios
not regularly encountered during driving. These systems have become cornerstones of
autonomous vehicle testing, evidenced by Waymo having simulated 4.3 billion kilometres of
driving in 2017 alone.
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While the REV Project has made use of an autonomous driving simulator in the past [339],
it was decided that the lack of support for LiDARs as sensors, the outdated graphics, and
the complexity involved in developing integrations with external systems provided sufficient
reason to move to a more modern simulation platform. As such, the driving simulator
developed is centred around the CARLA open source driving simulator [322], due to its
providing the desired sensors and customisable scenarios without prohibitively expensive
licensing or hardware requirements. By default, CARLA provides access to data from
a configurable suite of sensors including cameras and LiDARs along with information
regarding the current pose, velocity and acceleration of the simulated autonomous vehicle
through a Python API. In addition, CARLA provides access to information regarding other
simulated agents, allowing for the automated verification of results, and is developed in
Unreal Engine [340], a popular gaming and simulation engine, which ensures that tools and
resources are available for any future modifications to the system.

Nvidia Jetson TX1

FSAE software
framework

1 Gb Ethernet

DisplayPort/HDMI

Simulation PC

CARLA ROS Simulation
Node

1 Gb Ethernet

USB

Logitech G920
Racing Wheel

GbE Switch

Displays

Fig. 8.4 Autonomous driving simulator hardware diagram.
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Fig. 8.5 Autonomous driving simulator setup.

The autonomous driving simulator consists of a computer (Intel i7-4770 CPU, 8GB
DDR3-1066 RAM, Nvidia Titan X (Maxwell) GPU) running the aforementioned CARLA
driving simulator and ROS simulation node which receives input from the Logitech G920
racing wheel over a USB connection, and performs bidirectional communication with an
Nvidia Jetson TX1 over a network connection, as shown in Fig. 8.4. The inclusion of HIL
allows a much narrower “reality gap” than a purely software-based system, as all vehicle
responses are “real” in a sense that they come from the actual drive computer at the correct
“real” vehicle timing conditions. With this set up, we are able to run CARLA at upwards of 30
frames per second (FPS) without impacting the performance of the FSAE software running
on the Nvidia Jetson TX1 for testing in simple environments. Note that this simulation system
was established without the need for real-time constraints, beither on the simulation side, nor
on the real vehicle control side. Sensor data will be provided to the connected hardware when
calculated and does not have guaranteed response times. This setup is displayed in Fig. 8.5
along with the displays and racing seat used to provide a realistic driving environment.

The interface between the FSAE vehicle software framework and the CARLA driving
simulator was greatly simplified due to the choice of ROS as a basis. ROS allows for inter-
device communication over a network connection, and the software framework detailed in
Section 8.2 allows for components or groups of components to be trivially swapped in and
out. This resulted in the interface consisting of a single ROS node written in Python which
retrieves sensor and environment data from the CARLA application programming interface
(specifically, two camera feeds, a LiDAR point cloud and pose and velocity information of
the vehicle), and published this information to the topics expected by the video processing
and LiDAR processing nodes. The node then receives control data from the navigation/path
planning node, which is used to create the control objects expected by CARLA for driving
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the simulated vehicle. This node acts in the place of the fusion and localisation, camera,
LiDAR and low level nodes presented in Fig. 8.6, resulting in the application architecture
seen in Fig. 8.7.
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Fig. 8.6 FSAE vehicle ROS node structure.
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The inter-device communication enabled by ROS is critical in allowing realistic compute
hardware to be used in the autonomous driving simulator. This allows the simulation software
and results validation to be performed on a secondary device while the FSAE software is
run on an Nvidia Jetson TX1, identical to the system installed on the FSAE vehicle. This
allows for a high quality simulation to be run without negatively impacting the high-level
software performance, while still presenting similar performance constraints to the high-level
software. This ensures that software tested successfully on the simulated system will be able
to perform almost identically on the real FSAE vehicle, which is verified in Section 8.5.4.

In replacing the low-level node, the simulator interface also assumed responsibility for
emulating a number of the safety systems provided by the low level controller, such as
allowing for manual intervention to override the autonomous systems. This was achieved by
handling manual input through either a keyboard or Logitech G920 racing wheel [323], and
replicating the low level system’s response to these inputs in the simulator interface. It is
also possible to connect a small touch-screen display to the Nvidia Jetson TX1 to provide an
interface to the autonomous systems identical to that found on the FSAE vehicle, allowing
for user interface testing to occur in a safe environment.
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The open-source nature of the CARLA simulator provides additional benefits, such as an
active community to provide troubleshooting and contribute features and performance and
stability improvements to the project. To date, the primary benefit has been in the ability to
create custom scenarios and import custom object meshes, however there is scope for actions
such as creating new types of sensors should the need arise.

8.3.1 Performance and Suitability for Wall-clock Time Operation

The control system on the physical FSAE vehicle uses ROS and is not a hard real-time
system in a sense that it does not guarantee fixed reply times. This has not been necessary
for controlling the vehicle, as all sensor data is received asynchronously at various update
rates. Consequently, there are no real-time requirements for the simulation system either,
provided that the simulated sensor data can be provided at a similar and sufficiently high
frame rate. It is worth noting that both Apollo Auto as well as Autoware are ROS-based
and are not real-time systems either. Instead, it is simply demonstrated that the simulation
system is capable of generating data at a rate which exceeds the rate at which the software
framework consumes it, ensuring that the software framework receives new data with every
request. The rates at which data is generated by sensors and consumed by various key nodes
from the software framework are presented in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Comparison of real and simulated update frequencies of sensors and key ROS
nodes.

Sensor or Node
Update Frequency (Hz)

Physical Simulation

ibeo LUX LiDAR 10 45
SICK LMS111-1010 50 45
FLIR Blackfly GigE camera 10 45
Vehicle odometry 30 45
Control node 30 30
Cone detection node 10 10

By comparison, the simulation system on average generates and publishes data at a rate
of 45 FPS, with 95% of frames generated at a rate of at least 24 FPS, as seen in Fig. 8.8.
While the ibeo LUX LiDAR generates data at a higher frequency, this data is consumed by
the cone detection node at a rate of only 10 Hz, significantly lower than the rate at which the
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simulation system provides sensor data. As such, the simulation system is able to operate
effectively without a hard real-time requirement.

25 50
Frame Rate (FPS)

Fig. 8.8 Comparison of frame rates achieved by CARLA (blue) with the control node update
frequency (red).

8.3.2 Time Synchronisation

Within ROS, the header of each message sent contains a timestamp generated based on the
source computer’s clock, moving the responsibility of time synchronisation to the operating
system. At present, rough time synchronisation between the simulation and autonomous
driving software nodes relies on a shared, remote NTP server. This has resulted in a clock
error of 35ms between the simulation and autonomous driving nodes as measured by Ubuntu’s
clockdiff utility [341].

8.3.3 Simulation Benefits

The establishment of a reliable and accurate simulation system provided significant time
savings during the development of high-level perception and planning modules by signif-
icantly reducing the time required to test each iteration of a software module. It achieved
these reductions by significantly reducing the time to setup and breakdown test scenarios.
The approximate time savings that resulted from the availability of a simulation system are
presented in Table 8.2. From this, it can be seen that the simulation system saves around
110 minutes or almost two hours per test, allowing tests to be performed more regularly. In
addition, the use of the simulation system allows testing to be carried out by an individual
where physical testing requires a minimum of three persons to satisfy safety requirements,
resulting in a saving of around 330 man-minutes per test, and was unaffected by any hardware
faults such as sensor failures. In essence, each software error caught by the simulation system
saved at least five man-hours of testing overhead, as it prevented issues that could render a
physical test drive ineffective.
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Table 8.2 Approximate autonomous driving test times.

Task
Time Required (minutes)

Physical Simulation

Moving vehicle to appropriate test location 60 0
Setting up test track/environment 15 5
Breaking down test track/environment 15 5
Returning vehicle to storage 30 0

Total 120 10

8.4 Sensors, Navigation and Path Planning

The FSAE car uses a combination of sensors (displayed in Fig. 8.9) including LiDARs, cam-
eras, wheel odometry and an IMU, which are divided into four categories: a camera system,
dead reckoning, a LiDAR system and odometry. The driving simulator provides replacements
for the LiDAR and camera systems, and makes the dead reckoning and odometry systems
obsolete by providing exact positioning in the simulated environment, allowing focus to be
placed on camera and LiDAR systems with the guarantee that the data regarding the cars
positioning will be correct. This section will demonstrate the sensors that are made available
by CARLA, and draw comparisons to the sensors currently installed on the FSAE vehicle. It
will also introduce the path planning algorithm which has been used for testing the simulator.
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Fig. 8.9 Autonomous FSAE sensor rack.

8.4.1 LiDAR System

The cone detection algorithm currently utilised on the FSAE vehicle, detailed in Algorithm 3,
relies on a single front-mounted 2D SICK LiDAR [259], providing a 270° horizontal field of
view with an angular resolution of 0.25–0.5° and a range of up to 20 m. CARLA provides a
360° LiDAR with a configurable range, number of channels, rotation frequency, and upper
and lower field of view limits [342]. In order to emulate the LaserScan [343] data that
is available through SICK’s LMS1xx ROS driver [344], the pointcloud_to_laserscan

ROS package [345] was used in conjunction with a CARLA LiDAR configuration with a
narrow vertical field of view. This combination allows a LaserScan to be produced with
a configurable horizontal field of view and angular resolution, hence matching the output
produced by the physical LiDAR.
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Algorithm 3 LiDAR cone detection
1: procedure LIDARCONEDETECTION(laserscan)
2: crop laserscan to [-90,90] degree range
3: for all point in laserscan do
4: if point is first point then
5: init a cluster with point
6: else
7: from (this_ point, last_point)
8: evaluate magnitude, orientation
9: if (magnitude or orientation) > threshold then

10: start new cluster with point
11: else
12: add point to current cluster
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all cluster in laserscan do
17: cone_center = center_point of cluster
18: cone_size = point(nearest) - point(furthest)
19: end for
20: end procedure

8.4.2 Camera System

The FSAE vehicle is currently equipped with two FLIR Blackfly GigE [313] cameras. Each
of these cameras has a maximum resolution of 1288×964 pixels and is capable of working
at 30 FPS. The cameras make use of a global shutter, removing the need for the compute
hardware to perform compensation for rolling shutter effects [346], such as those presented
in [315]. CARLA provides a direct analogue for these cameras in the form of the “scene
final” cameras [342]. These are also global shutter cameras, and CARLA provides facilities
to configure the field of view, resolution and position of the cameras. Using this feature, the
simulation is configured to output two image streams at a resolution of 1288 × 964 pixels
each, placed the same distance apart to mirror the FLIR camera setup displayed in Fig. 8.9.
The frame rate of the cameras provided by CARLA is tied to the frame rate that the CARLA
simulator is run at. While it is possible to set a static FPS target in CARLA, this prevents the
simulator from running in wall-clock time which is incompatible with our FSAE software
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framework. Instead, images are published to the software framework at the same FPS that
CARLA runs at, with only the latest received image being stored. The visual cone detection
node, detailed in Algorithm 4, then retrieves this image as needed at a frequency of between
15 Hz and 30 Hz.

Algorithm 4 Visual cone detection
1: procedure VISUALCONEDETECTION(image)
2: crop image to 64 x 64 patches with a stride = 4
3: for all patches in image do
4: evaluate feature_vector
5: pass feature_vector to SVM_classifier
6: if not patch has cone then
7: continue
8: end if
9: threshold the hue_layer to match color

10: apply histogram to hue_mask on (x, y)
11: histo(peak) = center(cone) in camera_frame
12: project center_point onto ground_plane
13: projected_point = cone_location in global_frame
14: end for
15: end procedure

8.4.3 Path Planning

The FSAE control system has been implemented to deliver path planning routines to allow
either driving through a series of predefined waypoints, or in between a series of traffic cones
placed on either side of the vehicle. This paper will focus solely on the cone driving scenario,
as this presents a higher level of complexity and processing power in order to thoroughly test
the simulation system.

The current iteration of the path planning procedure uses obstacle detection of the cones
to determine the correct path. The current code uses the same as [306], but simplifies it to
allow for quicker calculation. Our cone driving module accepts cone locations from either
the map, LiDAR or camera, classifying them as objects. Then, the vehicle navigates to drive
within the track formed by cones safely without collision. Using a range of the maximum
turning circle of the car, of both a left-hand turn and right-hand turn, it then looks at which
predicted paths will intercept cones. The vehicle dynamics is thus limited during motion
planning whereby the steering angle does not exceed 25°. Our algorithm will iterate through
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all cones within the car’s range and calculate the best collision-free path to undertake, as
detailed in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Path planning
1: procedure CONEDRIVE(cones in range)
2: init steering_range to [-25,25]
3: for all cones in range do
4: evaluate collision_range with cone
5: exclude the collision_range from steering_range
6: end for
7: if steering_range is empty then
8: stop
9: else if all steering_range ≤ threshold then

10: select largest steering_range
11: else if all steering_range > threshold then
12: select steering_angle with minimum change in current direction
13: end if
14: drive toward centre of steering_range
15: end procedure

8.5 Experiments and Results

Verification of our simulation system came in the form of experiments related to the accuracy
of simulated vehicle dynamics, LiDAR and vision-based cone detection, processor load
monitoring, and system response times, detailed in Sections 8.5.1 through 8.5.5.

8.5.1 Vehicle Dynamics

This experiment aimed to verify that the dynamics of the simulated vehicle were comparable
to those of the physical FSAE vehicle. This was achieved by having both the real and
simulated vehicles perform a prescribed set of actions, and recording the path driven by the
vehicle. Two simple scenarios were performed: driving in a straight line for a fixed period
of time, and driving in a circle with a fixed steering angle and speed. In the straight line
scenario, the vehicle started from stationary, accelerated to a fixed speed of 3 m/s, and fully
applied the brakes at the five second mark until the car returned to stationary. During this
manoeuvre, the FSAE vehicle travelled a distance of 13.4 m on average. In comparison,
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the simulated vehicle travelled, on average, a distance of 13.0 m, which is within 3% of
the FSAE vehicle. In the steering angle scenario, the vehicle was driven at 3 ms−1 with a
number of fixed steering angles, and the radius of the turning circle measured. The results of
these scenarios for both the real and simulated vehicles are presented in Table 8.4, in which
it can be seen that the radius of the turning circle of the simulated vehicle is within 5% of
the physical vehicle on average. While there is some error present in the vehicle dynamics
exhibited by the simulation system, the constant feedback loop during autonomous operation
works to minimise the effects of these differences.

Table 8.4 Real and simulated turning radii for varying steering angles.

Steering Angle
Turning Radius (m)

Real Simulation

10 10.3 10.4
15 7.0 7.3
20 5.3 5.7
25 4.3 4.6

8.5.2 LiDAR Cone Detection

The aim of this experiment was to verify that the LiDAR output obtained from the simulation
using the method described in Section 8.4.1 was sufficiently similar to that generated by
the SICK LiDAR available on the FSAE vehicle. This is required in order to allow cone
detection algorithms to be tested on the driving simulator with a high degree of certainty
that the results will be transferable to the SICK LiDAR. This was achieved by simulating a
scenario mimicing that of a previous test of the FSAE vehicle, and verifying that a similar
set of cones was detected by the same algorithm used in the FSAE vehicle test. Using
the real and simulated scenarios presented in Fig. 8.10, the outputs of the cone detection
performed on each scenario, displayed as red cylinders in Fig. 8.11, are sufficiently similar
to allow testing of higher level components such as path planning and object avoidance on
the simulated system.
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(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 8.10 Scenarios used for comparing real (a) and simulated (b) LiDAR and visual cone
processing outputs.

(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 8.11 LiDAR-based cone detection results from real (a) and simulated (b) scenarios. The
raw LiDAR data is displayed in green, and detected cones are displayed in red.

In addition, the LiDAR accuracy was verified through a direct comparison of LiDAR
point clouds from the real and simulated LiDARS on a known cone layout, the results of
which are displayed in Fig. 8.12. With the exception of some minor inconsistencies which
can be attributed to errors in measurement of the physical cone layout and minor differences
between the physical cones and simulated cone models, the simulated point cloud is seen to
directly overlay the real point cloud.

As seen in Algorithm 3, the LiDAR-based cone detection operates by clustering the
LiDAR points, and classifying them as cones based on the number of points in the cluster,
which has been tuned to the maximum distance at which cones are detected reliably based
on the resolution of the SICK LiDAR. In order to ensure that this algorithm is also effective
on the simulated LiDAR output, the number of points returned by objects of various sizes
and reflectivities at set distances was measured and compared. As can be seen in Fig. 8.13,
the number of points returned by the simulated LiDAR is within ≈ 15% of the physical
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Fig. 8.12 Comparison of LiDAR point clouds from real (green) and simulated (red) scenarios.

LiDAR, and demonstrates a realistic decrease in the number of points returned by an object
as distance increases.
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Fig. 8.13 Number of LiDAR points returned by small cones (a), medium cones (b), large
cones (c) and a metal plate (d) at varying distances.
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The influence of LiDAR noise on the cone detection algorithm was tested by comparing
the detection rates of the algorithm on the default simulated LiDAR output, which shows
perfect precision for well constructed collision boxes, and the same output to which artificial
noise has been introduced. This was achieved by passing the LiDAR data through a filter
which modifies the distance of each point over a Gaussian error distribution typical of LiDAR
sensors. In both scenarios, an average detection rate of ≈ 95% was observed, with a minimum
detection rate of ≈ 92%. This conforms to the expected behaviour, as the typical error of the
SICK LiDAR (±30 mm) is significantly smaller than the cutoff magnitude used in the cone
detection algorithm, and so would not be expected to affect the point clustering.

8.5.3 Visual Cone Detection

This experiment aims to verify that the images available through CARLA’s camera sensors
(described in Section 8.4.2) are sufficiently similar to those generated by the FLIR Blackfly
GigE cameras installed on the FSAE vehicle that a visual cone detection algorithm is capable
of producing similar results on both images. A comparison of these results is given in
Fig. 8.14. From this, it can be seen that cones are identified successfully, however with a
decreased range on the simulated image. It is expected that the detection range on simulated
images could be increased by incorporating some simulated images into the training set.

(a) Real (b) Simulated

Fig. 8.14 Computer vision based cone detection results from real (a) and simulated (b)
scenarios.

The experiment also aims to demonstrate that the performance of computer vision code
is similar between real images and those generated by the simulator, which was achieved
by monitoring the per-frame runtime performance of the cone detection algorithm currently
in use on the FSAE vehicle. These times are presented in Fig. 8.15, from which it can be
seen that the average processing time for the computer vision algorithm on simulated images
is on average only 0.005% faster than the average processing time for real images, and the
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median of the processing time on simulated images is 0.003% slower than for real images,
confirming the similarity in the computer vision code performance.

0.32 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36

Real

Sim

Time (s)

Fig. 8.15 Cone detection algorithm processing times for real and simulated images.

The detection rates of the computer vision based cone detection algorithm for real and
simulated scenarios is presented in Table 8.5. This includes both the raw simulated output,
along with images that have had post processing applied to introduce Gaussian-distributed
additive noise. This was achieved by adding values from a Gaussian distribution with
X ∼ N (0, 202) to each of the RGB channels of each pixel of the image. The divergence
of the detection metrics of simulated images from real images is presented in Table 8.6.
Averaged across all frames, the average divergence of the simulated images from the real
across the three detection metrics is 8.3%, which increases to 8.7% when noise is introduced.

Table 8.5 Comparison of computer vision based cone detection rates for real and simulated
images.

Image Source Case Precision Recall F1

Real
Mean 0.9568 0.7644 0.8499
Best 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Worst 0.7500 0.5524 0.6362

Simulation
Mean 0.9017 0.8867 0.8773
Best 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Worst 0.6000 0.5000 0.6667

Simulation (w/ noise)
Mean 0.8246 0.8000 0.7845
Best 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Worst 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
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Table 8.6 Divergence of detection metrics from real images for simulated images.

Image Source Case Precision Recall F1

Simulation
Mean 5.8% 16.0% 3.2%
Best 0% 0% 0%
Worst 20.0% 9.5% 4.8%

Simulation (w/ noise)
Mean 13.8% 4.7% 7.7%
Best 0% 0% 0%
Worst 33.3% 9.5% 21.4%

8.5.4 Compute Hardware Load

This experiment was designed to verify that the use of identical compute hardware (an Nvidia
Jetson TX1) in the simulation loop resulted in similar performance constraints to those
presented by the FSAE vehicle platform. This verification comes in the form of a comparison
of the system resources used in the real and simulated systems while performing a similar
task, in this instance, LiDAR-based cone detection. Results were gathered by running the
sysstat performance monitoring tools for Linux [347] while the cone detection algorithms
were operating on both systems. This utility captured the percentage of the processor utilised
by user and system processes at a frequency of 1 Hz for 120 seconds to allow an average to
be computed, the results of which are displayed in Fig. 8.16. From this figure, it can be seen
that the hardware in the simulation loop had consistently higher processor utilisation for user
space processes, with an average of ≈ 25.2% (Fig. 8.16a) compared to ≈ 20.6% (Fig. 8.16b)
for user space processes on the real system. Given that in both scenarios more than 60% of
processor time is spent at idle, it is unlikely that this difference in processor utilisation by
user space processes would significantly impact application performance.
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Fig. 8.16 Processor utilisation during LiDAR-based cone processing based on simulated (a)
and real (b) input.
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8.5.5 Response Time

Given that the simulation involves transferring streams of images and other sensor data
across a network connection, verification is required to ensure that this does not introduce
significant delays to the response time of the system. This was achieved by sending a
control command from the simulation computer, measuring the time taken for the system to
respond, and comparing this to the same measure taken on the FSAE vehicle. The results
of this experiment are presented in Fig. 8.17, where it can be seen that the simulator had a
significantly lower average response time. As testing currently occurs predominantly at low
speeds this is seen to be insignificant for current use cases, although an artificial delay could
be trivially added to the simulation system to better mimic the FSAE vehicle.
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Fig. 8.17 Vehicle response times for real and simulated vehicles.

8.6 Future Work

In the current implementation, all vehicle dynamics are handled purely by CARLA through
Unreal Engine’s vehicle physics. Some qualitative efforts have been made to match the
stability of the FSAE vehicle during acceleration, braking and cornering actions through
adjustments to existing vehicle parameters. This could be further reinforced by the completion
of a quantitative comparison of the real and simulated vehicles’ poses during common driving
scenarios. In the event that these results differ significantly, more accurate vehicle physics
could then be implemented.

The response time of our simulation to a control command is significantly lower than
that of the FSAE vehicle. In order to improve the accuracy of the simulator, it is proposed
that a processing delay be added to control commands.

In order to reduce the synchronisation error, we plan to employ a local Network Time
Protocol (NTP) server, which has a typical accuracy in the tens of microseconds over a local
area network. Improving time synchronisation will also allow the software framework itself
to be distributed over multiple compute nodes as the performance limitations of a single
node are reached, and for the software framework as a whole to be synchronised with a
reference clock provided by the available GPS receiver. While it is expected that this level of
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synchronisation will be sufficient, time synchronisation could be further improved through
the use of a Precision Time Protocol (PTP), which supports sub-microsecond synchronisation
accuracy [348].

The HIL simulation system described has been used to simulate near ideal weather condi-
tions only, in order to replicate the Western Australian climate, which averages approximately
110 clear and 130 partly cloudy days per year [349]. As such, a key area of focus for future
enhancement of the system is the development of scenarios in less ideal weather conditions,
and verification of the accuracy of the simulated sensors in these situations.

8.7 Conclusion

We have presented an HIL autonomous driving simulation system that is capable of simulating
the various sensors available on the FSAE vehicle without hard real-time constraints. We
have detailed the architecture of the software framework utilised on the FSAE vehicle, and
how the use of this framework was able to simplify the development of the HIL simulation
due to its high degree of flexibility and extensibility. Our design approach of utilising actively
developed, open-source projects on commodity hardware results in a relatively low-cost
simulation solution that is nonetheless capable of generating sensor data at a frame rate
greater than that required for our FSAE vehicle’s software framework. We have shown
that this system allows for software to be tested in an environment that presents similar
performance constraints as the FSAE vehicle platform. Most importantly, we have verified
that results generated through use of this simulation system are transferable to the FSAE
vehicle for the group’s current use cases.





Chapter 9

REView: A Unified Telemetry Platform
for Electric Vehicles and Charging
Infrastructure

Charging station networks and connected vehicles play a pivotal role in the advent of
smart cities and smart grids. A cornerstone of these infrastructures is often a platform or a
service that handles the copious amounts of data generated, processing and storing them for
monitoring and analyses. REView is a software platform to automatically collect, analyse and
review live and recorded data from electric vehicles (EVs) as well as electric vehicle supply
equipment (EVSE or “charging stations”) to introduce a unified monitoring platform for
these infrastructures that is both modular and scalable. The data described in this paper has
been collected live from the Western Australian Electric Vehicle Trial and the WA Charging
Station Trial. A secure web portal was designed with different viewing entries for electric
vehicle users, charging station users and charging station operators. It includes informative
statistics about a user’s driving efficiency and energy use and is compared to the average of
all other users. It further includes a smartphone application for live monitoring and itemised
billing. In this chapter, we discuss the development of REView, including mechanisms used
to generate and collect the information. Finally, we show and discuss the visualised data
itself, which includes the charging time, duration, energy used, as well as utilisation metrics
of the charging infrastructure. We promote an open source approach to charging station
software development. This will allow a single-software back end to handle multiple stations
from different manufacturers, promoting competition and streamlining the integration of
charging technologies into other devices. The results from this network and platform have
ultimately enabled us to perform quantitative investigations towards the driving and charging
behaviours, as well as the overall electric vehicle trends around Perth.
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9.1 Introduction

The REV Project at The University of Western Australia (UWA) operates one of the largest
electric vehicle (EV) charging station networks in Western Australia, where it is also the
largest network operated by an academic institution in the country. This network includes
23 units of 7 kW AC chargers (Level 2) and one 50 kW DC fast charger (Level 3). All
of the energy generated for on-campus charging is provided through a 20 kW-peak solar
photovoltaic (PV) array. Additionally, our successful run of the Western Australian Electric
Vehicle Trial 2011–2014 has enabled us to establish a vehicle fleet-tracking platform for EVs.
Being able to collect individual user data for EVs and EVSEs and relay them back to the
user in both itemised and statistical form, provides a substantial added value for individual
mobility.

Our telemetry platform REView is a web-based software package that receives, processes
and stores incoming telemetry data from connected infrastructures and more importantly,
it facilitates data sharing from the various streams of incoming data, thereby enabling it
to directly influence system automation without external intervention. This data is then
visualised on REView’s front end where it then performs automatic statistical evaluations
and presents the results to users in a meaningful and informative way, letting each user
know about his or her own individual mobility costs, as well as their ranking alongside other
EV users of this software platform. We find that by illuminating the user’s patterns and
contrasting them with data from other users, we can motivate individuals to reduce their
energy consumption and carbon emissions, as well as, in general, educate people about zero
emission transportation. The approach of competing users against each other is known as
gamification and has already been used in related areas [350].

The statistics generated allow drivers and fleet managers to monitor their vehicles’
efficiency and energy use. It allows charging network operators to monitor the effectiveness
and usage of their stations, and it allows station users to monitor their energy usage and
costs. This information is made available in several ways, including live mobile phone web
applications, desktop web applications, data exporting and printing.

REView was developed as part of two different projects:

1. The Western Australian Electric Vehicle Trial, Australia’s first EV trial, consisting of
eleven locally converted EVs based on the Ford Focus and owned by various businesses
and government agencies [351].

2. The installation of the Western Australian charging station network, a set of 23 AC
and one DC electric vehicle charging outlets, which are made available to the public.
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REView has helped in analysing driving and charging behaviours of EV drivers [352–354]
and statistics generated from this system have been used in setting up an acceptance study
among EV drivers [355].

REView is currently providing real-time monitoring of vehicles, charging stations and
solar installations around Western Australia, with new statistics generated every half hour.
The software is presented as a full stack project to be entirely web based, utilising a combina-
tion of Python servers, cron batch scripting of Python for statistical processing, PHP server
side and PostgreSQL back end with JavaScript, CSS and HTML for the user interface. As
these open source languages (along with several open source libraries) make up the system,
it has the ability to be used extensively and be available to any educational or not-for-profit
organisation. We hope this will promote further research into charging station infrastructure
and show that it is possible to fill the void between a research organisation’s need for data
collection and the government/corporate sponsors needed for investment return.

That said, the motivation for proposing REView mainly stems from the lack of availabil-
ity of an open and scalable telemetry and data monitoring platform that comprehensively
incorporates multiple sources of data across various infrastructures. Throughout the develop-
ment of this software there were several lessons learned from stakeholders’ requirements,
acceptance of features by station users, and general possibilities for charging station software.
We believe that the features that were developed in this system help form a baseline for future
software developments in vehicle tracking and charging station monitoring. As many of
these infrastructures become more integrated, telemetry platforms are required to become
more centralised as an effective yet holistic solution to convey its information to the user.
However, we have found that many existing solutions are exclusive, only supporting certain
and often proprietary products and are usually impossible to integrate with other infras-
tructures. Through the EV Trial we found that commercial software which is sold bundled
with charging stations often lacks vital functions and can be very awkward to operate, also
in all cases we have seen, such software is limited to the associated company’s charging
hardware, and does not support interoperability with other stations. With many different
charging station manufacturers in the market, this makes management, analysis and billing
cumbersome.

The solution proposed by REView is to store and organise telemetry data. The significance
of its contribution is the ability to handle, process, store and visualise this data effectively,
which can occur on demand and in real time. The platform is scalable whereby it is able to
process data across different manufacturers and infrastructures. Monetisation options are also
included in REView, as monthly bills are automatically generated for users, station operators
and administrators to quantify the running cost and usage of both the charging stations
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and the vehicles. In addition to monitoring and visualisations, we also use this collected
data to analyse charging behaviours and the local EV adoption rate. The combination of
these features aims to present a centralised solution to inform and encourage EV market
penetration.

We organise the remainder of this chapter as follows. Section 9.2 introduces the back-
ground into REView’s development. Section 9.3 presents the overview of the system design.
Section 9.4 describes the telemetry design for charging infrastructures. Section 9.5 describes
the telemetry design for vehicle fleets. Section 9.6 outlines the data management from energy
generation. Section 9.7 features usage billing from telemetry data. Section 9.8 introduces
REView’s mobile application. Section 9.9 evaluates data interpretations and their results.
Finally, Section 9.10 draws the concluding remarks.

9.2 Background

In this section, we present the background research that resulted in the development of
REView. These topics cover EV adoption, environmental impacts and telematic platforms,
which are elaborated in the following subsections.

9.2.1 Local and International Adoption of Electric Vehicles and Charg-
ing Stations

When starting the WA EV Trial and the charging station trial in 2010, there were no OEM-
built (commercially built) EVs available in Australia and there were no charging stations in
Western Australia. Since then, several manufacturers have released new electric vehicles and
plug-in hybrid vehicles into the Australian market, including Mitsubishi, Nissan, Hyundai,
Holden, Renault, Jaguar, BMW, Porsche and Tesla Motors. Globally the number of Electric
Vehicles has grown from 700,000 in 2014 to over three million in 2017 [356]. Electric
vehicles are no longer a pipe dream, but a reality, and every year we will see more on our
roads. For fleet managers, tracking and logging of energy usage, as well as localisation and
utilisation are valuable tools to reduce carbon emissions and expenses.

Meanwhile the number of charging station manufacturers has increased significantly,
and many governments around the world are subsidising their installation in order to meet
the desire to reduce the dependence on oil. While charging station manufacturers currently
have incompatible customer identification methods and competing management software, the
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) [357] has been introduced as a possible new standard for
EVSE communication. OCPP is an open, uniform communications protocol that can be used
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across all charging stations. Already, many manufacturers are supporting this protocol—now
being the most popular protocol for new stations. This means that external companies can
access the data and control of the stations via an application program interface (API), no
matter which manufacturer.

The number of EVs in Perth, Western Australia, has grown exponentially from 15 in
2010 to over 700 in 2018. Various consulting firms and governments have forecast the
growth of EV sales in Australia. In 2009 the Department of Environment and Climate
Change commissioned consulting firm AECOM to study the economic viability of electric
vehicles [358] and they projected that supply constraints would limit the sales of EVs
(including hybrids) in Australia until 2020 and in each of their three projections over 60% of
new cars would be plug-in hybrids or pure EVs by 2040. AECOM released another report in
2011 for the Victorian Department of Transport where through the use of a vehicle choice
model, they concluded that sales of mild hybrid vehicles in Victoria will be more predominant
in the short term (up to five years), plug in EVs in the medium term (five to 10 years) and
pure battery EVs in the long term (more than 15 years) [359]. They also found evidence that
high levels of charging infrastructure will significantly increase the adoption of EVs.

In 2012, ABMARC performed a survey of motorists in Australia with a conservative
estimate of EV uptake. They concluded that without a breakthrough in battery technology
the adoption of EVs by 2020 would likely be 0.4% of new car sales [360]. However, plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles would constitute a much large proportion of 6.4% of the new vehicle
market. The Energy Supply Association of Australia reviewed several different forecasts for
Australia, showing that they all had several factors in common that controlled EV uptake,
with a major factor being available EV charging infrastructure [361].

9.2.2 Importance of Measuring Environmental Impact

The environmental impact of running any vehicle needs to be analysed from its source. The
environmental benefit in terms of CO2 emissions of EVs relies quite heavily on the way
the electricity is generated. In 2018, 21% of all energy generated in Australia came from
renewable sources. This is made up as 35.2% from hydro, 33.5% from wind, 19.6% from
small-scale solar PV, 7.1% from bioenergy, 3.9% from large-scale solar PV, and 0.8% from
medium-scale solar PV [362]. The Union of Concerned Scientists released a report in 2012
in the US that related the source of electricity generation directly to the environmental benefit
of a Nissan Leaf EV [363]. Their report showed that in some regions the difference in
carbon emissions in electricity generation varied as much as three times, where a nuclear and
renewable energy mix of generation is compared to a coal and gas driven power generation.
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This meant that EVs in areas with high electricity emissions were comparable to highly
efficient petrol vehicles (17% of all Americans live in these areas).

Table 9.1 Efficiency and Theoretical Emissions of Electric Vehicles

Model Efficiency (Wh/km) Range (km) CO2 (g/km)

Hyundai Ioniq EV 115 280 104
Hyundai Kona EV 131 557 118
Renault ZOE 133 403 120
BMW i3 137 335 123
Tesla Model S (70) 185 455 166
Tesla Model X (60) 208 363 187
Jaguar I-Pace 230 446 207

Model, kWh/km and range from greenvehicleguide.gov.au [364], CO2 emission calculated from
SMEC 2008.

A report by SMEC in 2008 for the Department of Transport states that in Western
Australia the amount of kgCO2 Emissions per kWh is 0.936 [365]. From this information
and the efficiencies of the models from the Australian Department of Infrastructure and
Regional Development [366] one could calculate theoretical CO2 emissions per km of the
EVs available in WA, and Table 9.1 lists this according to the EVs that are currently available
for purchase in Australia. However, this would assume that these cars are charged entirely
from the average grid without any renewables, which is clearly not the case. Many early EV
adopters also have solar PV generation at home and are able to charge their cars completely
emission free. Also, just assuming the local energy mix for EV charging is too simplistic, as
it does not take into account the time of charging:

• Public charging stations are mostly used during sunshine hours with a usage pattern
quite similar to solar PV. This means EV charging can make use of excess solar energy
during the middle of the day

• Home charging can be shifted to convenient hours of the night after the evening peak.
At these times EV charging can make use of excess wind energy and use the otherwise
wasted baseload energy of coal-fired power stations, which run through the night.

Further, the focus on CO2 values ignores more harmful emissions, such as carbon monoxide
and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), which can be better controlled in power stations
than in combustion engine cars.
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In 2013, the Australian National Transport Commission released a report discussing the
carbon dioxide emissions of new Australian vehicles [367]. They found that the average
gCO2 per km was 199g/km, meaning that EVs in the worst-case scenario generate less
emissions than the average new petrol car. To reduce or remove CO2 emissions for EVs, they
must be charged (or arguably offset) from a renewable energy resource.

It is important to note that air quality in metropolitan areas will improve through the use
of EVs, even when charged from a “dirty grid”. EVs produce zero local emissions and power
stations are typically located in less populated areas outside a city. Also, many emissions can
be better dealt with at a power station that at thousands of ICE (internal combustion engine)
cars.

9.2.3 Telemetry Platforms and Networks

While we note the scarcity of a cohesive solution to telemetry monitoring for public charging
stations, vehicles and solar PV systems, exclusive solutions for these systems are well
documented and established. Charging station networks have since relied on the expanding
EV market for their own expansions in installation base and coverage area. Commercial
global networks such as Chargepoint [368] and Tesla’s Superchargers [27] have tens of
thousands of installations to track usage and billing. Additionally, governmental networks
such as China’s GB-T aims to achieve more than 200,000 installations nationwide by the end
of 2018 [369]. Locally in Australia, networks such as ChargeStar [370] operate a system
where stations owners can participate as part of their network to bill customers. Billings from
these networks are often outsourced to external companies such as Go Electric Stations [371].

Telemetry for connected vehicles became popular when automotive manufacturers in-
stalled CAN buses onto their products, thereby allowing third-party access to vehicle data.
By connecting cellular-enabled GPS tracking devices to a fleet of vehicles, a connected fleet
telematics system (FTS) can thus be established to monitor these vehicles. These systems
are often controlled through an application service provider (ASP) such as OpenGTS [372],
Traccar [373] and GPSGate [374].

There are several examples of commercial GPS tracking software packages for fleet
vehicles. Commercial vehicle tracking is used in many different industries including mining,
trades, utilities, transportation and government agencies. There are a number of products
available in Australia, such as EZY2C [375], Fleetmatics [376] and Linxio [377]. These
systems claim to provide solutions that will reduce fuel costs, improve productivity, reduce
labour costs and increase accurate reporting. These services install GPS tracking devices
into the fleet vehicles to monitor them remotely. The major drawback of such commercial
systems is that they do not record energy usage or the status of charging, air conditioning,
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heating and headlights but rather exclusively rely on a GPS unit. Additionally, they do not
include information from other devices, such as charging infrastructure. All these systems
are aimed at the petrol fleet market.

Similarly, PV monitoring systems are also readily available. Many solar PV inverters
such as SolarEdge [378] have Wi-Fi connectivity, which allows for remote monitoring on
PCs and smartphones. Grid-connected PV systems can utilise the smart grid to manage solar
feeds and power allocations. Locally, Synergy [379] offers such a system, which enables
customers to monitor their PV system and solar feeds, as well as managing solar tariff returns.

In the academic scene, works that incorporate telemetry monitoring for connected vehi-
cles [380–382], charging stations [383–385] and solar PVs [386, 387] are not uncommon.
Many institutions around the world have started research into tracking and monitoring of
electric vehicles and charging stations, using their own GPS systems and charging infrastruc-
ture. In the North East of England, Blythe performed a study tracking 15 electric vehicles
and a charging station network [388]. They concluded with stating their ability to use the
data from tracked vehicles to derive the state of the charging station network. From there
they are able to predict possible future problem areas for electricity power generation.

While individual applications for charging network management and connected fleet or
vehicles do exist, these are typically closed sourced and proprietary. Although we may not
refute the availability of proprietary or undisclosed software, at the time of writing, we are
unable to find any work relevant to a telemetry monitoring system that combines vehicle
tracking and charging station usage.
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Fig. 9.1 Network architecture of REView.

REView’s overall architecture can be summarised as Fig. 9.1, consisting of seven components
— an EV server, charging station server, a solar downloader, data processing scripts, a database,
a web server and its web interface.

The charging stations and vehicles are all fitted with machine-to-machine (M2M) modems,
which are perpetually connected to Telstra’s 3G Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) network on the 850 MHz frequency. These modems then connect to our
local server to transmit data over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) across two
dedicated ports — one for the charging stations and another for the vehicles, as the charging
stations and vehicles package data through different protocols. The server handles these
transmissions through a SocketServer framework on Python 2.6.

The Python daemons that run the SocketServer function receive and parse the incoming
telemetry data from the charging stations and vehicles before appending these data onto a
PostgreSQL database. This process also verifies data integrity and consistency by filtering any
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duplicates and non-events. This PostgreSQL database is installed onto the same server, which
stores all data relating to telemetry, charging stations, vehicles and users. The platform’s
Apache front end can then access this data for visualisation and analysis.

The REView website features several pages including vehicle tracking, vehicle statistics,
charging station status, charging station statistics, billing, heat maps, journey lists, charging
lists, mobile tracking and more. Depending on the type of user (station operator, station user
or EV tracker) some pages are restricted or hidden. The website is a secure HTML 5 site
with live information, interactive maps, graphs and customisable time scales. The supported
browsers are Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Firefox and Safari, allowing access from computers,
tablets and smartphones. At the time of writing, we are running PostgreSQL 8.4.20 and
Apache 2.2.15 on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux (REHL) 6.10 server platform.

9.4 Charging Infrastructures

Our charging station network was established in 2011 as part of our research initiatives
into the Western Australian EV landscape, which enables the collection of charging data to
quantify charging trends and behaviours. This began with the installation of the Level 2 AC
stations in the Perth metro area, followed by the installation of the 50 kW DC fast-charging
station at UWA in 2014. We offer these charging stations free of charge to EV owners
in return for research and data collection. The AC and DC stations transmit data through
different protocols but are monitored for the same information. In other words, we collect
information pertaining to charge times, duration and energy consumption from the stations
for data visualisation and modelling. The following subsections detail the functions of these
charging stations.

9.4.1 DC Charging

The 50 kW DC fast-charging station at UWA is a Tritium Veefil-RT [389] (see Fig. 9.2),
which supports charging over the CHAdeMO [390] and SAE Combined Charging System
(CCS) Type 2 (IEC 62196-3) [391] standards. This station performs telemetry through the
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) 1.6 over a 3G UMTS network. Data from the station
is first pushed onto Tritium’s server before it is pushed back to our local server, this allows
Tritium to collect and consolidate data from its charging stations, and to streamline their
maintenance and support on the station. The simplified class diagram in Fig. 9.3 summarises
REView’s functions on the DC station.
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Fig. 9.2 UWA’s Tritium Veefil-RT DC fast charging station.
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Fig. 9.3 Simplified class diagram of REView’s DC station management.

9.4.1.1 Communication Protocols

OCPP data from Tritium’s servers are transmitted through the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). We run a PHP SOAP server with its service functionality described in a Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) file, following the service list as described by e-laad.nl [392],
to which we have ensured its compatibility with the Veefil charging stations. The charging
station constantly transmits timestamped SOAP messages relating to heartbeats, start/stop
charging events, status notifications, user authorisation and energy meter values.

By referencing the WSDL file, our SOAP server receives and logs incoming data, subse-
quently appending it into the dccharge table. Each charging station user is assigned a unique
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identification (ID) the charging vehicle, and each station broadcasts a unique station ID that
corresponds to its installed location; for each charging event, the charging station measures
energy consumption in Wh units, along with its start and end times; finally, the station also
broadcasts the charging standard used (CHAdeMO or CCS2) for each charging event.

From the series of SOAP messages, the server appends charge data following Algorithm 6.
The combination of this data allows us to perform time series analysis and modelling with
regards to charge frequencies, duration, energy consumption and charge standard used.
Additionally, we have instigated measures to maximise user participation through the station’s
proximity to the city centre, while providing the service free of charge. These measures
provide us with reliable data to model EV trends and fast-charging behaviours around Perth.

Algorithm 6 DC charges database append
1: procedure DCAPPEND(incoming header)
2: open Connection to database and table dccharge
3: read incoming header
4: if header is StartTransaction then
5: append to dccharge with values TransactionID, UserID, StationID,

StartTimestamp, StartUnits, ConnectorID
6: end if
7: if header is StopTransaction then
8: update dccharge with values UserID, StopTimestamp, StopUnits,

TransactionData where same TransactionID
9: update status = ChargeComplete

10: end if
11: close Connection to database
12: end procedure

9.4.1.2 User Authentication

To improve data integrity, our DC station supports user authentication based on near-field
communication (NFC). Users are given the flexibility to use any compatible NFC card in
their possession, including those for public transportation, work or school. Fig. 9.4 shows a
non-exhaustive example of NFC cards that the station accepts. The charging station reads
these cards for a four-byte unique identification number (UID), which is presented as eight
hexadecimal numbers. The UID is then crosschecked with its database entry for charging
authentication. In addition to the tag number, users are required to register with UWA for
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their names, email, vehicle model and registration number; whereby these fields are stored in
a separate table in the database.

Fig. 9.4 RFID cards supported by the DC station. Pictured are a Transperth Smart-Rider card,
a UWA Student ID and a general issue MIFARE RFID card, commonly used by station users.

9.4.1.3 Data Visualisation

Data visualisation for the DC stations is performed through a series of SQL queries which
are parsed through a series of JSON encode/decode processes over PHP. REView visualises
these data in the form of time series graphs and pie charts, as well as a page delimited table
with the option for a *.csv file export.

A back-end PHP script performs data parsing by connecting to the PostgreSQL database,
which we use to send SQL queries. For the visualisation of charts, these arrays are appended
with their headers, and then combined with chart parameters such as graph types, chart title,
axes titles and legends; which are subsequently encoded into a JSON representation. For a
table visualisation, the JSON representation will also include the total number of charging
events to enable the page delimiter to determine the number of pages for the table.

Likewise, a front-end PHP script gets the JSON representations from the back-end script
and decodes it. This script interfaces with the web browser and is therefore also programmed
with HTML and JavaScript as a webpage. Users of this webpage can specify visualisation
periods with a start and end date, which is then used as part of the SQL statement to generate
the query. The front-end script then parses the decoded JSON representation to determine
all chart parameters, and subsequently plots them in a table using the Google Visualisation
API [393] as illustrated in Fig. 9.5.
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Fig. 9.5 Examples of visualisations for the DC station given the month ending 5 April 2019.

On the other hand, the table visualisation front end as illustrated in Fig. 9.6 draws an
HTML table and fills it with the array obtained from a query that returns data from all
DC charging events with the columns storing start and end times, charge duration, energy
consumption and type of connector used. Each page is limited to 50 entries as defined in the
query. This page supports *.csv data exports, whereby the file will be downloaded with the
same table headers.
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Fig. 9.6 Screen grab showing the DC charges table on REView with the last ten charges.

9.4.2 AC Charging

Our AC charging station network consist of 11 dual outlet (see Fig. 9.7) and one single
outlet Elektromotive Elektrobay charging stations, totalling 23 stations. These charging
stations act as individual clients and connect to a central server node in a many-to-one
configuration. Each charging station is powered through a 7 kW three-phase AC supply and
are either wall mounted or floor mounted. The charging outlets support the IEC 62196-2
(Type 2/Mennekes) standard, which is compatible with all recent EVs sold in Australia. The
stations are water resistant and fitted with overcurrent protection and RCD switches. The
functions of REView on our network are as summarised in the simplified class diagram in
Fig. 9.8, and are elaborated in the respective subsections.
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Fig. 9.7 UWA’s dual outlet Elektromotive Elektrobay AC charging station.
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Fig. 9.8 Simplified class diagram showing REView’s AC station management.
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9.4.2.1 Communication Protocols

The AC station network achieves telemetry through the RS-232 serial standard, wherein for
each station, a DE-9 cable connects to a Four-Faith F2414 [394] High-Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) M2M modem (see Fig. 9.9), transmitting charging data directly to our local
server. We configured these modems using AT Commands, which instructs them to connect
to our server through its IP address and port number, using TCP for data transmission. These
modems establish a perpetual cellular connection upon power on, enabling them to transmit
data from the stations on demand. Unlike the DC station, each AC station can be configured
directly using the Elektromotive EB Connect software to set station parameters such as
authorisation control, energy metering, charge limits, charge event and energy tracking. It
also gives the administrator the ability to remotely login to the station or disconnect a user or
reset a station. To allow this software to connect to the station, the server can open a Secure
Shell (SSH) tunnel between the station and the administrator PC. This can be used to either
remotely configure the station’s modem or the charging station itself.

Fig. 9.9 A Four-Faith F2414 M2M modem used in AC charging stations.

Telemetry data from the AC charging stations follow Elektromotive’s proprietary protocol
that transmits a series of concatenated, timestamped hexadecimal strings. In order to append
the database, we run a Python-based data parsing script as a daemon that first splits the
string into parts that correspond to the database variables, and then converts these parts
into intelligible ASCII texts. This script logs all incoming telemetry data from the charging
stations, which for every charging station, transmit at five-minute intervals. It also checks and
sets the stations real time clock, and requests information from the stations internal database.
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The charging station modems are configured to connect to the server, allowing them to
use dynamically allocated IP addresses, which are generally a cheaper option to using more
convenient static IPs. To distinguish the charging stations, each modem is programmed to
transmit its Modem ID as a header for all outgoing TCP messages. The Modem ID is a
four-byte alphanumerical variable that is appended into every database entry to uniquely
identify the station and its charging outlet (left/right side). In other words, a dual outlet
station will consist of two modems, one for each charging outlet. The server then parses all
messages and groups them according to their charging stations based on this Modem ID.

Each station keeps a record of several types of events, including charging, disconnect,
power failure and reset. When the number of recorded events at the server is less than that at
the station, the excess records are downloaded and stored for later statistical analysis.

9.4.2.2 Telemetry Parameters

In addition to the Modem ID, other relevant parameters are further detailed in their respective
paragraphs.

Clock Each AC charging station keeps a clock which timestamps telemetry messages
as they are produced. The stations’ clock differs from the server’s clock whereby the
server’s clock is used to timestamp the telemetry messages as they are received. This clock
redundancy is particularly useful at times when the UMTS network is unreliable, in which
case the charging station will store these messages in memory before transmitting them in
series as soon as the UMTS network re-establishes. While the charging stations’ clocks
support over-the-air synchronisation, this process occurs intermittently on demand, which
implies that the server’s clock, being consistently connected to the Internet, is more accurate.
To accommodate this issue, the data parsing script checks for any time discrepancy between
the server and the station, setting the message timestamp to the server’s time if it is less than
12 hours apart.

Station Attributes A flag variable transmits station attributes through an array of 16 binary
objects that correspond to various station statuses. These array elements are, in sequence,
“data erased”, “station restarted”, “no return timer activated”, “no power drain”, “excess
power drain”, “power failure”, “door jammed”, “door forced open”, “record trip”, “mains
status”, “door status”, “charge time exceeded”, “transaction start”, “transaction end”, “remote
event” and “force end charge cycle”. The values presented in this array are important for
data collection and station diagnostics. For example, we use a combination of these station
attribute flags to decipher station logs and append them as charging events into the database.
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Station Status The combination of short telemetry intervals with its contained station
attributes enables REView to determine the status of each station, where they are classified
as “In use”, “Not in use” or “Unknown” and subsequently visualised on the front end for
users to check on the station bays’ occupancy. While the “in use” and “not in use” states can
be ascertained from the telemetry logs, an “unknown” state is set for a station when more
than 15 minutes have elapsed since its last telemetry message was received, considering that
each station is programmed to transmit messages every five minutes. A station that is “in
use” will also display its current charging time and allowing registered users to track their
charging status on their phones via a mobile website.

9.4.2.3 User Authentication

AC charging station users have been supplied with RFID tags for identification to allow
monitoring and future billing. This also reduces the risk of cable theft, as only the correct
tag can release the charging cable. Other identification methods used elsewhere include
smartphone login, credit card swipe and in-vehicle identification, but these require higher
security standards (in case of credit card readers) and constant Internet connection, which
makes these methods more expensive.

Fig. 9.10 An RFID token used for our AC charging station network. Pictured here is the tag
for the User ID REV182.

User authentication on our AC charging station network is established through Elektromotive-
supplied RFID tokens (see Fig. 9.10). Each charging station is fitted with an RFID tag reader
that conforms to the MIFARE DESFire [395] standard. These RFID tokens also communicate
through the 13.56 MHz band and are also compatible with the DC charging station. Users
intending to charge their vehicle at our charging station network are required to register their
details and consent to having their charging data collected for research purposes. We issue
the Electromotive RFID tokens to all registered users, and each RFID tag number uniquely
identifies the user through the storing of the tag’s user ID.
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9.4.2.4 Database

The database stores charging data from the charging station network in a normalised man-
ner across three redundant tables shown in Figure 1.8, namely raw_station_database,
station_database_events and station_charges. This redundancy not only protects
the data from accidental deletions, it also enables us to experiment and modify filter and
merging rules for the tables while preserving data integrity.

Noting the longer average charge duration of Level 2 stations (the location of AC stations
sees most users leaving their vehicle charging while at work), we have set up REView to
feature per-hour and per-day-of-week data recordings for charging duration and energy
consumption. For instance, a size 24 array represents each hour of the day; a size 7 array
represents each day of the week. By segregating these analyses into a time series, we can
therefore visualise and model the stations’ utilisation as time progresses. The longer charge
duration will often also imply that vehicles are left plugged into the charging stations even
after they are fully charged. These vehicles are therefore subjected to a trickle charging state
where their batteries are charged at their self-discharging rate, where the charging stations
are maintaining charge at an idle state. To differentiate and analyse this charge maintaining
state, we classify all charging instances that draw less than 1 kWh per hour as one that
maintains charge, and that of more than 1 kWh per hour as one that is actively charging.

We present Algorithms 7 and 8 for the importation of data between tables, each repre-
senting a different parsing script.
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Algorithm 7 station_status_log to raw_station_database

1: procedure ACAPPEND1(incoming telemetry message)
2: open Connection to database and table station_status_log
3: read incoming NumRecords, ModemID
4: fetch lastEntry from station_status_log
5: while incoming.NumRecords < lastEntry.NumRecords do
6: amount = incoming.NumRecords − lastEntry.NumRecords
7: fetch past amount record from station_status_log
8: for each amount record do
9: append into raw_station_database with values StationID, Flags,

ServerTime, StationTime, MeterReading, EnergyReading, Index, UserID,
ModemID

10: end for
11: end while
12: close Connection to table station_status_log
13: end procedure
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Algorithm 8 raw_station_database to station_charges

1: procedure ACAPPEND2(incoming header)
2: open Connection to database and table station_database_events
3: for each ModemID in station_database_events do
4: lastEvent = max(endtime) from station_database_events at ModemID
5: get first event
6: for each event where StartTime < lastEvent do
7: if not stationRestarted and transactionStart and serverTime < currentTime

then
8: if not chargeStart then
9: chargeStart = event

10: end if
11: lastEvent = event
12: end if
13: if chargesStart and (transactionStart and transactionEnd) or

(chargeRestart and not transactionStart) then
14: kWh = EndMeterReading - StartMeterReading
15: append into station_database_events with values stationID,

StartTime, EndTime, kWh, UserID, rightSide, ModemID
16: end if
17: end for
18: open Connection to table station_charges
19: for each appended event do
20: append into station_charges
21: end for
22: end for
23: close Connection to all tables and database
24: end procedure

We improve data integrity by setting charging limitations on the charging stations. These
include a 12-hour charge duration limit, and an energy threshold between 3 Wh and 14.4
kWh. The charge duration limit ensures that users who forget to tag off after a charge,
or subject their vehicles to extended periods of trickle charge are not accounted for data
collection; similarly, current limits protect the charging stations from overloading and the
charging event is properly terminated as soon as the vehicle’s battery is fully charged. On
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the database, we have programmed the data import script to filter for extremes and negative
values. These filters ensure that

1. Energy values are between 0 kWh to 200 kWh. This upper limit is, at the time of
writing, higher than the battery capacity of any commercially available EV.

2. Charging durations are between 0 to 12 hours, to ensure that the charge duration limits
are coherent with those set at the charging stations.

Any entry that does not satisfy the filter boundaries are not imported into the station_charges
table.

9.4.2.5 Data Visualisation

Unlike the DC charging station’s architecture, data from the AC charging station network is
stored entirely on the same local server and does not involve any communication between
servers. Having all data eventually consolidated into a single table also enables us to condense,
query and retrieve all data that is required for visualisation into a single SQL query that
combines data from charging events with its tag owner. The result is encoded as a JSON
representation that is subsequently sent to the front end that calls it.

Data visualisation at the front end is similar to the DC charging station’s whereby it
generates a series of charts and a page delimited table. However, the added complexity of a
charging station network, along with the increased variety of collectable data from it implies
a differentiation from our descriptions in Section 9.4.1.3. The Google Visualisation API is
again used to render charts for the AC stations. The difference, however, is that data parsing
is performed directly on a single SQL query result, as compared to sending multiple queries
for the DC station. A JavaScript function is written to parse the decoded JSON representation
and group them into multiple charts based on their headers. Users can select a specific time
period for visualisation periods, as well as specific charging stations. In addition to time
series charts describing energy usage and charge duration, having per-station and per-user
data also enables cost patterns and energy usage to be visualised for each user and station in
the form of pie charts. An example of these visualisations is given as Fig. 9.11.
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Fig. 9.11 Visualisation examples for the AC stations given the month ending 5 April 2019.

Furthermore, using this query approach along with a visualisation period selection enables
the front end to include a summary table for each charging station and its network. This table
summarises, for any selected period, its total energy consumption, estimated running cost
(peak and off-peak), number of charges, total plugged-in time, total charging and maintaining
charge time, average charge duration, average charging and maintaining charge duration,
percentage of time in use and power used for peak, shoulder and off-peak times. Each of the
statistics generated is useful to charging station operators. The table shows:

• Which electricity plan is more useful, displaying the cost of a flat rate of electricity
price (e.g. 21.87¢ per kWh) and a tiered rate (peak/shoulder/off-peak, e.g. 42.15¢,
21.44¢ and 11.32¢ per kWh respectively), which charges more during peak times and
less during off-peak times.

• Time spent charging the vehicle (drawing more than 1 kW) and the time spent plugged
in and not charging as a percentage. This shows if a station is more used for charging
or if a location is more used as a parking spot.
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• Time spent on a transaction (how long the vehicle is plugged in on average).

• Amount of time the station is actually in use versus its total time installed. Showing
how often the stations are utilised as an average over all locations.

9.5 Vehicle Monitoring

REView’s electric vehicle tracking functionality was first established and presented as
part of The REV Project’s WA Electric Vehicle trial in 2011, whereby a fleet of 11 electric-
converted Ford Focuses were fitted with mobile GPS tracking units, which tracks the vehicles’
movement patterns, battery level, charging, headlight, heater, air conditioning and ignition
status. 2.7 million data points were collected over the trial period, which includes 5,000
independent journeys averaging 9.3 km per trip and 1,600 charges. Since then, our vehicle
tracking platform has expanded to include our electric Jet Ski, electric boat and autonomous
driving projects. The incorporating of EV tracking onto REView enables us to better analyse
usage behaviours of EVs and to model future commute habits. Results stemming from our
vehicle tracking system are published in [354]. Vehicle tracking on REView is performed
according to the class diagram in Fig. 9.12, and is detailed in the subsections.
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Fig. 9.12 Simplified class diagram showing REView’s vehicle tracking system.

9.5.1 Communication Protocols

Our fleet network was initially fitted with Astra Telematics’ AT110 [396] tracking devices,
which were then upgraded to the AT240 (version 8.5) [397] to support the 3G UMTS network.
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These tracking devices communicate with the server via an internal UMTS modem, using a
SIM card with machine-to-machine (M2M) capabilities.

Fig. 9.13 An Astra Telematics AT240 vehicle tracking device used in our vehicle fleet
network.

The AT240 (shown in Fig. 9.13) are capable of vehicle tracking through a Global Nav-
igation Satellite System (GNSS) over the ublox EVA-M8M module [398], and are IP67
waterproof rated, making them suitable for our watercraft projects. Each tracking device
is based on a Cortex M3 microcontroller [399], which is powered by a 510 mAh battery
that is able to sustain three days of hourly updates, and a three-axis accelerometer to detect
motion and driving behaviours. Input/output options include six digital inputs and five digital
outputs, as well as two inputs connected to an analogue-to-digital converter.

The five digital input lines of the tracking devices are connected to the air conditioning,
ignition, headlights, radio and, heater statuses. The analogue input line is connected to a
battery level logging device that outputs the battery level percentage as an analogue voltage.
The battery meter counts the energy flowing in and out of the main electric vehicle battery
pack using a current sensor. Serial communications are facilitated through the RS232
standard. In the case of our road vehicles, these connect through OBD-II over a CAN
bus, which transmits the vehicle’s journey information to the tracking device. This journey
information supplements the sensor readings from the device which are then packaged and
transmitted over to our server.

The charging system monitoring is done with a Python daemon running the Threading
Socket server library. This library listens for TCP connections on a defined port and creates
a new thread for each one, which can handle the processing of the data received. The
processing is done by parsing the incoming message from the byte stream into Python
variables, connecting to the database and inserting the new data points. Each vehicle connects
to our local server via a dedicated port over TCP, where the vehicles are identified through
the devices’ IMEI number. The tracking devices transmit telemetry messages to the server
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using Astra’s proprietary Protocol A. This script connects to the same database and deciphers
each incoming packet from the vehicles.

The tracking devices’ reporting frequency is determined by the vehicle’s ignition state.
In other words, a vehicle that is running (positive ignition) will transmit data every minute;
whereas a vehicle that is parked (negative ignition) will transmit data every half hour. Charg-
ing is facilitated through the vehicle’s 12 V rail, which is connected in line over a 1 A fuse to
the vehicle’s battery.

9.5.2 Database

Our server’s vehicle tracking daemon receives and parses all incoming telemetry data from
the vehicles, which is subsequently appended into the telemetry table in the PostgreSQL
database. The following information is recorded in the database for each data point —
latitude, longitude, time logged on device, time received at server, vehicle speed, vehicle
heading, altitude, journey max speed, journey max acceleration, journey distance, journey
idle time, ignition status, alarm line status (unused), air-conditioning status, headlights status,
heater status, charging status and car battery level The GPS positions and line inputs are
uploaded onto the server either at every minute or at every ten meters, whichever comes first.

The server runs a separate parsing script, scheduled as a cron job, to further process and
classify the variables into three separate and redundant tables.

1. The journeys table records data pertaining to journeys made with the condition that
the device records an increase in distance travelled. Entries are appended at one-minute
intervals.

2. The charges table is appended from any telemetry data that whenever the vehicle is
charging, are appended at one-minute intervals.

3. The events table logs and timestamps any appends pertaining to charges and journeys,
summarising and batching each data parsing event according to the vehicle’s IMEI
number.

This is followed by ten cron-scheduled Python scripts that calculate and update the imported
entries for these tables, activating every 30 minutes. These scripts perform the following:

• Generate vehicle journeys, charging events, idle events, missing data events.

• Generate charging station events.

• Combine similar charging station and vehicle charging events based on user tag, time
and location.
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• Compress data, such as air conditioning, heater, headlights into a data point for a
journey.

• Compress charging data into charging/maintaining charge, divide into by-hour and
by-week arrays.

• Generate heat maps.

As separate scripts are used for different functions, adding new functionality or statistics
can be easily done by adding an additional script. This limits the need for modifying existing
software and reduces integration problems and helps in isolating errors.

The following paragraphs detail notable information that the data import relates:

Charging places By assuming that each charging event will take place at either the trial
participant’s workplace, home or a public charging station, each participant nominates a work
and home location for charging. Charging places are hence classified as charging stations,
workplaces and homes with their data stored in a separate table in the database.

Data loss As each tracking device is programmed to transmit data at every minute when the
vehicle is running, and every 30 minutes when the vehicle is parked or idle, any subsequent
data packets that arrive later than 30 minutes will be identified as a data loss, these are
recorded into a data_loss table.

Time series modelling Data from the telemetry table are parsed into day/week time series
representation through scripts 8 and 10. This is done by selecting and grouping telemetry
data from day and week segments. Travelling distances and energy consumption is summed
as they are appended into the charges and journeys tables. Time series modelling is vital
for the visualisation of our vehicles’ data as they are disclosed to trial participants to gauge
and understand their driving habits.

9.5.3 Data Visualisation

REView visualises vehicle data across four categories — vehicle tracking, driving statistics,
heat maps and journey logs, as detailed in their subsections. All visualisations are presented
on REView’s front end, which is presented through a PHP script that connects to any of
the three related tables on the database through SQL queries. Users wanting to view their
vehicle’s data on REView are required to log in with their credentials, which is linked to
their registered vehicles. In this context, we establish a one-to-many relationship between
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the User and Cars tables in the database. We use a one-month sampling period to represent
the figures in this section.

9.5.3.1 Vehicle Tracking

The vehicle tracking page looks up a list of vehicles that corresponds to the user viewing
it. The user can select an individual vehicle or all vehicles in a fleet and the time period to
display. The graph is interactive, allowing the user to drag and zoom in on the time scale.

This page uses PHP scripts to supply the information to JavaScript code on the page
using several free-to-use libraries including JQuery [400] for communication with the server,
Google Maps for the map and Dygraph [401] for the interactive graph. The Dygraph library
is open source and was modified for use in the website.

To display the GPS data, the map has the ability to show individual interactive points that
can be clicked on for additional information or an image that is generated by a PHP script
on the server. The number of interactive points is limited to 150, as too many points can
cause instability in the browser. However, the image overlaid over the map can contain any
number of points, which allows users to see data over longer time periods. Generating an
image at the server is also useful, because the information sent from the server to the user is
significantly less. The server caches all images generated and generates differently scaled
images for different map zoom levels.

For performance and stability reasons, the graph below the map is limited to displaying
2,000 points at a time. To reduce the load on the server, the graph caches data and only
requests additional information when necessary. When a user pans the graph to the left or
right, only the missing information is requested. The granularity of the data is also important,
and the server is designed to send sub-divided data when the time period selected has more
than the 2,000-point maximum. When the user zooms on a section of the graph, the server is
asked for sub-divided or raw information for this smaller time period.

A query reads all IMEIs associated to that user and retrieves a list of related vehicles from
the Cars table, which is subsequently presented as a selectable radio button list. For each
selected vehicle, the vehicle tracking page visualises the vehicle’s position and its trajectory
from the selected time period, which is displayed using the Google Maps JavaScript API.
The vehicle’s current location is given as a colour-coded pin that corresponds to the selected
vehicle, whereas its trajectory is plotted through an array of markers obtained from the
vehicle’s historical location data from the telemetry table.

Additionally, the vehicle tracking page also includes a chart that allows users to check,
by defining a sampling period, the vehicle’s driving behaviour as a time series, which is also
exportable as a *.csv file. REView plots multiple line graphs on this chart, which includes
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battery levels, vehicle speed, travelled distance, as well as air conditioning, headlights and
heater usage. Fig. 9.14 shows an example of this visualisation.

Fig. 9.14 Partial screen grab of the vehicle tracking page showing its historical trajectories
on Google Maps, and its driving behaviours in the bottom chart.

9.5.3.2 Driving Statistics

Visualisation for driving stations is presented in two modes — one as an overview for
all vehicles, and another for a detailed analysis of driving patterns. The overview page
consolidates statistics across all vehicles, and for a specific range of dates, with examples as
shown in Fig. 9.15.
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Fig. 9.15 Examples of charts showing driving data.

Leaderboard The leaderboard table ranks the vehicles according to their distance travelled
and compares them alongside the other vehicles. The table also lists the vehicles’ driving
times, total number of journeys, average journey distance and average journey time. An
example of the leaderboard is shown in Fig. 9.16.

Fig. 9.16 A sample leaderboard displaying driving statistics for the trial vehicles for an
average month. Vehicle names have been pixelated to preserve privacy.
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Chart legends Legends used in the charts are described according to their:

• Vehicle name: Name of vehicle e.g. UWA Lotus, UWA Getz etc.

• Location type: Type of charging station location e.g. home, business or public station.

• Vehicle state: Vehicle status e.g. idle, driving or plugged in.

• Plug type: Charging current e.g. 32 A, 15 A or 10 A.

• Daily distance travelled in km, with an average plot.

Likewise, driving statistics for the individual vehicles are presented across three sections
— distance, charging and journeys, as shown in Fig. 9.17. For each statistic, results from each
vehicle are compared against the average results from the rest of the vehicles (community).
This, along with the leaderboard, is a gamification feature, which we find useful to keep
monthly reports interesting for the users. These are mostly presented in bar charts of grouped
pairs to illustrate the statistical difference between that vehicle and the community.

Fig. 9.17 Individual driving statistics are presented in distance, journeys and charging
sections.

9.5.3.3 Heat Maps

REView generates heat maps of the tracked vehicles through the aggregation of their GPS
coordinates and location type geofencing. They are automatically generated and can show
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areas where vehicles drive, park and charge within certain time periods. The server peri-
odically runs a heat map generating Python script as a cron job, which searches through
the journeys, charges, telemetry and any low charges from the journeys table, eventually
generating a *.kml file that contains the location of the heat maps.

The Python script imports Jeffrey Guy’s heatmap library [402], which utilises the Python
Imaging Library (PIL) to generate a heat map *.kml file along with a *.png file containing an
image overlay that corresponds to the heat maps. Areas with increasing overlapping entries
from the database will progress from a navy to a red hue, as shown in Fig. 9.18. These heat
maps can be generated according to the user’s selection, which includes the type of heat map
(places parked, charged or driven), time frame (year or month) and time period.

Fig. 9.18 Heat map of the vehicle fleet tracked over a month for possible charging locations
that are utilised during the day (7 am to 6 pm).
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9.5.3.4 Journey Logs

The completion of any drive routine from a tracked vehicle will result in the tabulation and
display of its journey log onto REView as shown in Fig. 9.19.

The cost of equivalent petrol, electricity and carbon emissions are calculated based on
the distance travelled, which is 10.43 cents, 3.47 cents and 168 g per kilometers respectively.
These values were taken off the Carbon Dioxide Emissions from New Australian Vehicles
2013 information paper [367] by the Australian National Transport Commission along with
current electricity tariffs as an average. The monetary savings are calculated as a difference
between petrol and electricity cost. Importing options for *.csv data is also available.

Fig. 9.19 Table showing the journey logs of a tracked vehicle. Vehicle names have been
pixelated to preserve privacy.

9.6 EV Charging Power Generation

UWA’s AC chargers are powered through a solar PV array installed on the roof of the Human
Movement building. This is a dual inverter PV plant that is rated at 20 kWp and collectively
generates 114.1 kWh per day, which is greater than the combined usage of all our AC
chargers. This plant uses two Sunny STP 10000TL-10 [403] 10 kW three-phase inverters
with a maximum efficiency of 98.1% at a nominal 600 V. Monitoring on the solar plant is
done through SMA’s Sunny WebBox [404], which provides a web interface for configuration,
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including that for telemetry data transmission to our local server at up to one-minute intervals.
The average instantaneous measurement of the plant is tabulated in Table 9.2. REView
processes data from this infrastructure according to the class diagram in Fig. 9.20.

Table 9.2 The average instantaneous measurements of the solar PV plant

DC Current 1 A
DC Voltage 510 V
DC Power 1000 W (2 inverters)
AC Grid Frequency 50 Hz
AC Grid Power 1600 W
AC Phase Current 1.1 A
AC Phase Voltage 225 V
AC Phase Power 500 W
AC Day Yield 56.67 kWh

Power Generation

Data Import

Cron: 5 mins
Import *.csv

sunny_solar
 

Front-end

Data visualisationJSON

Back-end

Retrieve data
JSON encode

Fig. 9.20 Simplified class diagram showing REView’s energy generation system.

9.6.1 Data Visualisation

Data from the Sunny WebBox is pushed daily to our server via FTP as a series of *.csv
spreadsheets, containing timestamped entries at five-minute intervals that record each in-
verter’s instantaneous measurements, similar to Table 9.2. We subsequently wrote a Python
script that imports this data into our server’s PostgreSQL database as the sunny_solar table,
which runs on a five-minute cron schedule. This script reads the last event in the table and
imports every successive data from the spreadsheet, synchronising the data between the two
entities. The data from the solar system includes time stamps, power generated, voltages at
the panels and grid and operation health flags. PV systems are connected to and scanned
every 15 minutes for data download.

This data in the sunny_solar table is, in turn, visualised as a series of line graphs on RE-
View’s front end, which can be selected through a day, week or month period. Visualisations
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are given in the solar plant’s power and energy generation and consumption, as accumulated
from the selected period. We achieve this visualisation by importing the JpGraph [405]
library, whereby a back-end PHP script calls all related SQL queries which then encodes it
as a JSON representation for the front end, as Fig. 9.21 illustrates.

Fig. 9.21 Graphs generated from solar PV data over a typical week.

9.7 Usage Billing

The billing page allows an EV user to view his or her monthly mobility cost. It also lets
station operators view utilisation and energy usage of their stations. In both cases summaries
as well as itemised bills are generated. All bills are automatically generated with several
informative graphs, including distance travelled, distance per charge and kWh per km of the
individual versus the community. Also, a time-of-use energy graph is generated.

To provide users and charging station owners with a summarised update, bills are gener-
ated at every first Monday of the month through a scheduled cron job, which is then emailed
to related users who opt into this service, where they are classified as either vehicle owners or
station operators. For this purpose, we have configured a CSS script that enables the printing
of the contents directly through HTML as a Tax Invoice. This is presented as a combination
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of charts and tables that are dependent on the type of bill presented — Vehicle/User (User
Billing), Charging Station (Station Operator Billing) or Summary (Network Overview). Each
bill type is generated through individual PHP back ends that encode SQL queries as a JSON
representation as detailed in the subsections.

9.7.1 User Billing

An itemised bill enables users to individually monitor and track their charging behaviours,
which is displayed as a line graph followed by three tables (see Fig. 9.22). If the vehicle is
part of our tracked fleet in Section 9.5, its driving statistics (total distance travelled, distance
per charge and kWh per km) will be presented above the line graph and compared against
the rest of the community. REView obtains these data by running a query for each graph or
table for a given bill. This query is applied for the station_charges table according to the
accessing user and its selected sampling timeframe, which returns the charging timestamps,
duration, location and per-hour energy usage to the front end.

Fig. 9.22 Itemised bill generated for a station user for August 2018.

The line graph illustrates the cumulative charging energy consumption per hour for the
vehicle according to the charging places from Section 9.5.2, which is individually labelled as
different coloured lines. The data used is summed through the per-hour energy usage data
obtained in the query as mentioned in the first paragraph. To achieve this, the system uses
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an incremental function to individually increment the energy consumption for each location
type at each hour of the day.

The mobility cost is the first table presented following the line graph, which tabulates the
cost of charging based on the user’s charging location. Headers are given as the charging
locations, number of events per location, energy consumption in kWh, tariff units and totals
with GST, which is calculated as 10% of the total price. We use a standard tariff of 25 cents
per kWh for charging stations and 21 cents per kWh for other locations. When presented for
a tracked fleet vehicle, it also calculates the cost per kilometres travelled and the amount of
CO2 saved.

The second table presents station charges using the same headers found in the first
table, which itemises the charging cost according to the charging stations used, detailing the
individual station charging events found there.

The third table further itemises the second one by listing each charging event of that
vehicle on charging stations, listing each event using headers that correspond to its starting
and ending timestamps, duration, station location, energy consumption, and amount totals
with GST.

9.7.2 Station Operator Billing

Bills are also sent to station operators to summarise the monthly usage of their charging
stations. Station operator bills consist of a community comparison, a line graph and an
itemised table (see Fig. 9.23). Data is obtained from the station_charges table through a
query that returns the charging user, starting and ending timestamps, energy consumption,
per-hour charging and maintaining energy consumption, charging duration and connector
side (left or right).
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Fig. 9.23 Itemised bill generated for station operators for February 2019.

Community comparisons are drawn through the billing station against the average charg-
ing parameters of the other charging stations, where these parameters are given as their energy
consumption in kWh, number of transactions and plugged in time. These are illustrated as a
pair of colour bar charts for each parameter.

The line graph plots the per-hour energy consumption of the charging station on an
average day, separated by its charging, maintaining and total plots. The total plot is the
instantaneous sum of the “charge” and “maintain” energy consumption per hour.

Finally, the station_charges table begins by listing the total operating cost for the se-
lected billing period, which lists the number of charging events and total energy consumption
for that period, followed by the total energy costs on a 25 cents per kWh tariff. Another table
chronologically itemises each charging event under the headers: connector side, starting and
ending timestamps, charging duration, vehicle tag, energy consumption and charging price
with GST.

9.7.3 Network Overview

REView displays an overview of the charging station network and vehicle’s usages, which is
accessible only to project administrators. This bill is generated for a selected period through
a drop-down menu that evokes a query that produces a usage summary for our entire AC
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charging station network. Data on the network overview bill is presented as a line graph
that is followed by two tables (see Fig. 9.24). Data for this bill is obtained through a query
that returns individual events under the following headers: station name, vehicle tag, energy
consumption and per-hour energy usage (charging and maintaining charge).

Fig. 9.24 Network overview bill generated for March 2019.

The line graph plots the cumulative per-hour energy usage across all stations for each
hour of the day. This graph consolidates data under the per-hour energy usage header from
the query, adds the energy usage for charging and maintaining charge across each hour of
the day, and subsequently presents it as a sum of energy consumption for each event in the
selected period.

Each of the two tables aggregate charging events, one for the charging stations, and
the other for the vehicles. These tables tabulate, for each charging station or vehicle, its
number of charging events and total energy consumption in kWh. Additionally, this bill also
includes cost (expenses), revenue (return) and profit generated from each event. (At the time
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of writing, our expenses and return tariffs are equally set as we are operating on a non-profit
model). Data from the query is processed through a PHP back end that calculates values for
an aggregated number of events and energy usage, as well as its associated costs. For each
charging station and vehicle, an incremental function finds and increments the number of
events and its associated energy usage, and subsequently its operating costs, revenues and
profits, before encoding the entire table as a JSON representation.

9.8 Mobile Application

REView has two mobile phone applications for EV drivers and station users as illustrated in
Fig. 9.25. The first allows users to view their vehicle status on their mobile phone, showing
location, status and battery level. The second allows station users to see if their vehicle is
still drawing power or if their EV is fully charged. It also allows users to check remotely if a
station is occupied or free, allowing EV drivers to plan their trip ahead. These applications
helped ease “range anxiety” where drivers fear their vehicle will not have enough energy left
in the battery to make it to a destination.

Fig. 9.25 Smartphone application running REView.
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Designing mobile web pages instead of apps makes sure they can be used for every
smartphone or tablet model. The pages were developed as lightweight web pages using
HTML 5 and JavaScript, which communicate periodically with the server for data updates.
Each of the charging stations are listed in a page, with their availability indicated by a blue
or green icon.

9.9 Results

In this section, we will discuss results from the WA Electric Vehicle Trial, represented in
REView graphs. We also present usage analyses and forecasts for the charging infrastructures.

9.9.1 Overall Energy Usage

Fig. 9.26 shows the energy consumed charging EVs by hour of day and location. This
information can be used for analysing EV grid impacts and the usage of renewable energy.
The locations are defined as followed:

• Home: A residential area.

• A commercial or industrial area.

• An EV charging station.

• An undefined area.

Fig. 9.26 Power drawn by hour of day for EV charging at various location types.
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The peak of the energy supplied for charging vehicles (averaged over all locations) is
during the morning hours around 9–10 am. This means, EVs are commuting from home to
work and use a charging facility at work (most likely free of charge). It is worth noting that
the majority of energy supplied is during sunshine hours especially for station charging and
business charging. For unknown and home charging, there is a much smaller peak at around
6 pm, as vehicles are returning home and charging there. This also suggest that the majority
of unknown locations are unlabelled home locations.

From this information and solar information gathered (see Fig. 9.28) we can show that
typical charging scenarios can be offset almost ideally by solar technology. Most of the
charging occurs during the day, which differs fundamentally from the scenario propagated by
some energy suppliers, which shows all EVs charging around 6pm when they return to home.

9.9.2 Charging Infrastructure Usage

The statistics in this subsection are taken from REView’s Stations page showing the summary
of all charging stations as a part of the WA Charging Station Network, from the beginning in
June 2012 through March 2019.

In Figs. 9.27 and 9.28 we discuss the difference between charging and maintaining
charge. It is common that an EV charger will draw a large amount of power until the battery
pack is full, at which point the charger will continue to draw power at a significantly lower
rate. When drawing power at the lower rate the EV can be doing several things including
maintaining the charge of the battery pack, pre-conditioning the interior of the vehicle with
heating or cooling or maintaining the temperature of the battery pack to improve driving
efficiency. To distinguish between charging at maintaining charge, we define a vehicle to be
charging if it is drawing more than 1 kW of power; otherwise we define it as “maintaining”.
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Fig. 9.27 Energy drawn (in kWh) by hour of day stacked with power drawn for charging
versus power drawn for maintaining charge.

Fig. 9.28 The amount of time spent (in hours) at a charging station with stacked charging
time and maintaining charge time.
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From Fig. 9.27 it is clear that throughout the day the majority of energy consumed from
the station is done during a charging cycle. The energy for charging varies heavily depending
on the time of day with the majority of energy being used throughout the day, reducing
steadily into the evening and bottoming out around midnight. However, the maintaining
charge energy consumption is similar in every hour throughout the day and night. This is
because the electric vehicles are sometimes parked at the charging station overnight, and
possibly over days when the EV is not being used. The maintaining charge consumption
remains steady throughout the time the vehicle is idle.

In Fig. 9.28 we show the amount of time spent for charging and maintaining charge.
From the discrepancy between the time required for charging and the time actually spent
plugged in at the charging station, it can be seen that the charging stations in many cases are
being misused as free parking locations for EVs.

Table 9.3 Charging station statistics June 2012 – March 2019 (81 months)

Total kWh 48788.343 kWh
Estimated Cost (21.87¢ per kWh) $10670.01
Estimated Cost (peak/shoulder/off) $13891.92
Number of Transactions 6917
Plugged in Time 957 days, 23:29:36
Charging Time 444 days, 2:46:05 (46.36%)
Maintaining Charge Time 513 days, 20:43:31 (53.64%)
Avg Transaction Time 3:19:26
Avg Charging Transaction Time 1:32:27 (46.36%)
Avg Maintaining Time 1:46:58 (53.64%)
Percentage time in use 3.21%
Power used in peak 21785.22 kWh (44.65%, $9182.47)
Power used in shoulder 21965.21 kWh (45.02%, $4709.34)
Power used in off-peak 5037.91 kWh (10.33%, $570.29)

Table 9.3 shows the summary of the charging station usage. From the information
collected and automatically analysed, we can draw several conclusions. The flat rate plan
of buying electricity is cheaper than the peak-shoulder-off peak plan. Only 46% of the
time spent at a station is used actually charging, while for the remaining 54% of the time,
the vehicle sits idle and blocks a charging station. This could allow for vehicle-to-grid
technologies, however, as shown in [406], V2G applications are not cost effective with
current battery technology, as the addition wear and tear from extra charge cycles by far
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out-weighs the marginal energy cost. The stations themselves were only in use 3.2% of the
time logged, leaving a large proportion of the outlets idle.

9.9.3 Solar PV Monitoring

In the graph in Fig. 9.29 we show the average hourly power output of the 20 kWp solar
system at UWA for a typical summer day. The solar system begins generating energy at 6 am
and shuts down at 6 pm, with the energy output peaking at 12 pm. The PV system generates
approximately 80 kWh per day of operation. So, this system is generating around 30 MWh
per year. In comparison, the 23 AC charging stations are using only 5.7 MWh per year on
average (see Table 9.3). This shows that one large solar PV installation can effectively power
a number of EV charging stations.

Fig. 9.29 Average power output for 20 kW of UWA’s solar PV system on a given day in
February.

9.9.4 Heat Maps for EV Tracking

With reference to Fig. 9.18, we generated a heat map of the charging locations for tracked
EVs from 2010 to July 2014. By looking at the charge events that took place during the
day between 7 am and 6 pm, we can identify possible public locations in the Perth Metro
area. The heat map shows several heavily utilised areas, including residential and business
locations. One hot spot in Landsdale WA is the location of an EV conversion company that
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services most of the tracked EVs. From the heat map, we can determine that this is a place
where a charging station would be highly frequented. The heat map also shows hot spots
around most existing stations such as at The University of Western Australia.

9.9.5 Charging Infrastructure Usage Forecast

The historical data of the charging stations enables us to forecast the usage on these stations,
and consequently predict the EV uptake rate in Western Australia. To achieve this, we have
sampled data pertaining to charge frequencies C and energy consumption E for the AC
charging network and the DC charging station. Data points were sampled from 1 December
2014 to 1 March 2019 (51 months) for DC charging, and from 1 June 2012 to 1 February
2019 (80 months) for AC charging.

For both data sets, we conducted an augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF), which resulted
in the rejection of the null hypothesis. This prompted us to fit the forecast over a logarithmic
linear model using a log-level regression. We use a natural logarithm as the coefficients on its
scale can be interpreted directly as approximate proportional differences, which we describe
in our model interpretations.

By modelling the usage of the DC charging station, we present our forecasts of its
charging frequency and energy consumption, illustrated as graphs in Figs. 9.30 and 9.31.
Note that these models do not account for any usage saturation for the stations, where given
the average charge duration of three hours on an AC station and 24 minutes on the DC station,
charging frequencies will saturate at 1800 charges per month for the DC station, and 240
charges per month for an AC station, assuming a back-to-back use case scenario, which is
beyond the scope of the forecasts.
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Fig. 9.30 A regression model forecasting the per-month charge frequency on the DC charging
station
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Fig. 9.31 A regression model forecasting the per-month charging energy consumption per
charge on the DC charging station.
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The coefficients for the models are given as (9.1) for charge frequencies, and (9.2) for
energy consumption, with time t measured per day:

ln(CDC) = 0.0007116t −10.9732 (9.1)

ln(EDC) = 0.0005839t −9.4866 (9.2)

We can therefore infer from the coefficients that the charging frequency will increase by
0.07% per day; the average energy consumption will increase by 0.05% per day. This results
in a 26.0% annual increase in charge frequency, and a 21.3% annual increase in energy
consumption per charge.

Similarly, we model our AC charging station network’s usage across the whole network
as it compensates for the lower charging frequency on AC charging stations due to its longer
charging duration. Here we present models for charging frequency and charging energy
consumption as Figs. 9.32 and 9.33.
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Fig. 9.32 A regression model forecasting the per-month charge frequency on the AC charging
network.
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Fig. 9.33 A regression model forecasting the per-month charging energy consumption per
charge on the AC charging network.

Likewise, the coefficients for the AC charging network’s models are given as (9.3) for
charge frequencies, and (9.4) for energy consumption.

ln(CAC) = 0.0002787t −1.362995 (9.3)

ln(EAC) = 0.0000206t −1.592417 (9.4)

From (9.3), we interpret the coefficients whereby the charging frequency for the AC network
will increase by 0.03% per day, or 10.2% per annum; the average energy consumption per
charge at an AC station increases by 0.002% per day, or 0.75% per annum.

We can thus deduce though these models that DC charging is the more preferred charging
method for local EVs, and that the increasing energy consumption per charge could suggest
the increasing battery capacity and range for newer EVs. As the number of EV uptakes in
WA increases, so does the charging frequency at the DC station. Note that we have observed
different charging behaviours across AC and DC charging stations whereby our DC charging
station registers more unique users, and many of the charging events registered large energy
consumptions, as shown in Fig. 9.34. This likely implies that most users are charging their
vehicle from a low charge state. On the contrary, most AC charging users are routine users,
whereby the charging bays are occupied for extended periods while the driver is at work,
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for example. This explains the low increase in energy consumption across AC charges, as
charging events are often top-up charges that recharge the vehicle after a daily commute, and
where the vehicle is unlikely to be at a low charge state. However, the increase in charge
frequency on the AC network also implies the increasing EV uptake in WA.
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Fig. 9.34 Per-hour energy usage comparison between AC and DC charging stations.

9.10 Conclusion

We have presented in this paper our telematics platform for connected electric vehicles and its
infrastructures, REView. This system comprises live data information portals for customers as
well as for fleet operators and charging network operators. It provides statistical information
on time and location of charge events and includes a time-of-use billing system. It interfaces
with charging stations, vehicle-based data loggers and solar PV systems. This required
configuration and testing for each of the different devices in parallel with server and database
development. The software was written for server-based and client-based processing and
data display. Each of the different levels of this project (server, data processing and interface)
was developed in tandem to ensure integration. The software was designed in a modular way
with separate scripts for individual features, making unit testing easier, reducing integration
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problems and isolating failures. All of the programming languages used in the system
are interpreted, which means that design changes could be made very quickly. The main
contribution of REView is that it consolidates incoming data from connected vehicle fleets,
charging stations and power generators into a unified platform to improve the efficiency of
information presentation. These are presented entirely as a web-based solution for increased
accessibility and are supplemented by additional features such as billing which supports
the monetisation of the system. From the data collected and analysed, we can deduce that
solar technology is an effective way for offsetting energy required for charging EVs at public
charging stations and place-of-work. For home charging, energy is mostly required outside of
solar generation hours and would need to be provided by a domestic energy storage system.
A 20 kW solar PV system was more than enough to offset the energy used by EV charging at
23 public charging stations. The results produced from this system has, throughout the years,
enabled us to perform various analyses on the EV landscape within Western Australia.

Moving forward, with the increase of data volume and infrastructures, future plans for
REView will involve its eventual compliance with the arrival of the Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) standards. With this proposal, we are planning to integrate REView as a cloud
application while utilising the Platform as a Service (PaaS) environment. This will enable us
to streamline further developments on REView and to increase its modularity through more
efficient workflows while improving scalability.



Chapter 10

A Comparative Study of AC and DC
Electric Vehicle Charging Station Usage

Fast-DC charging stations can charge an Electric Vehicle several times faster than Level-2
AC charging stations. Using a network of DC charging stations, it becomes possible to travel
in electric vehicles for long distance, cross-country driving with only short recharging stops.
This paper examines and compares typical customer usage patterns at DC fast-charging
stations (50 kW) against Level-2 AC charging stations (7 kW) to study the benefits of DC
charging. It includes data collected from the University of Western Australia’s AC and
DC charging network in the Perth metropolitan area, as well as from stations along the
highway connecting Perth to Augusta in the rural South West of Western Australia (over
300 km apart). A cost model is also drawn up to calculate the operating cost and break-even
requirement across several different styles of charging stations. User behaviour and adoption
of certain charging infrastructure is crucial for the take up of electric vehicles in general.
Notwithstanding, electric vehicle charging standards and infrastructure availability have a
fundamental influence on the electrification of transport.

10.1 Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) are an environmentally friendly alternative to traditional internal
combustion engine vehicles (ICE), which are a major contributor of carbon emissions [366].
EVs are emission free if charged from renewable energy sources and they improve urban
air quality as well as fuel security [407]. Additionally, they are becoming more and more
common on the roads today, with an increase on the roads worldwide from 100,000 vehicles
in 2012 to over 1 million in 2016 [408]. As a result, EV charging and their infrastructures
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have been implemented across varying standards. To study their benefits, this paper discusses
the data collected from three different sources — the Western Australian Electric Vehicle
Trial [351], The University of Western Australia (UWA)’s fast-charging station [409] and
the Royal Automobile Club of Western Australia (RAC WA)-funded Electric Highway in
Western Australia (WA) [410]. Comparing these trials allows the assessment of different
charging infrastructure types, different locations and different usage patterns between paying
and non-paying customers (e.g. free stations). The current state of EV charging technology,
specifically international standards and their adoption in different countries, is also examined
by using publicly available information [26]. Electric vehicle adoption has a direct link to the
availability of fast-charging infrastructure [411] (though not without contention [412]). The
infrastructure installation and maintenance of these charging stations is an expensive process,
so having greater clarity on usage patterns can assist organisations in their decision making.

Although the EV Trial and UWA/REV had proposed an Electric Highway through
Western Australia with several partners, it took over two years until RAC WA eventually
funded this network. Funds were given to nine rural communities to install a pair of AC and
DC charging stations at each location, plus a tenth at the RAC headquarters in West Perth.
The rural locations are Mandurah, Harvey, Bunbury, Busselton, Dunsborough, Margaret
River, Augusta, Donnybrook and Nannup. While power is provided free of charge at all
UWA stations, users of the Electric Highway have to pay $0.50 per kWh. This is twice the
amount of the domestic energy rate, which makes these stations unattractive to local EV
owners.

This paper’s aim is to give an overview of all public charging infrastructure developed to
date and the overall necessity of an electric vehicle charging station network by analysing
the data it generates, and using this data, model its associated ownership and break-even
costs. The University of Western Australia’s Renewable Energy Vehicle Project (REV)
installed Western Australia’s first public EV charging infrastructure in 2010 as a series
of 23 Level-2 (“medium fast”) AC charging stations (7.7 kW), funded through the WA
Electric Vehicle Trial in combination with an ARC Linkage grant [351]. REV later installed
Australia’s first commercial CCS fast-DC charging station (50 kW) in 2014. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first of its kind in Australasia to present an analysis
of self-collected, real-world charging station data.

At the time of writing, geography-based studies on public charging behaviours such as this
are still uncommon. This is likely attributed to the difficulty in obtaining consistently relevant
EV charging data from charging network providers, as the private nature of many operators
have made data sharing inherently difficult. Case in point, the Norwegian EV Association
maintains the Norwegian Charging Station Database for Electromobility (NOBIL) [413],
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which has enabled such studies in the region [414, 415]. However, it was noted that even
with NOBIL’s government backing, the database only accounts for 23% of Norway’s DC
chargers [415]. Challenges like these have prompted many real-world studies on EV charging
to instead obtain data from existing vehicle fleets [416], often from taxis [417, 418], as
they generally represented by monolithic entities with existing fleet trackers. This data is
easily available, especially when compared to private EVs, even if they were to yield a
more desirable representation for urban driving. Alternatively, data from ICE vehicles were
analysed, and EV parameters from the data were converted using comparable estimates, such
as the work done by Rafique and Town [419], which uses datasets from the Australian Bureau
of Statistics and the New South Wales Household Travel Survey.

A recent work that analysed actual charge events from charging stations was presented
by Gnann et al. [415]. This data was obtained from NOBIL, which contained charging
events from Norway and Sweden. As the paper’s goal was to model a charging site queue
(unlike the AC-DC comparisons that this paper presents), driving data was also included
from Germany and Sweden to incorporate driving patterns and needs into its formulation.
By comparison, the average DC charging duration of 19.1 and 17.6 minutes in Sweden and
Norway respectively, which 9.5–17.6% shorter than the UWA/REV DC station. This is likely
due to the denser traffic arrivals at the Swedish and Norwegian stations, as suggested by the
authors.

The study that most relates to this paper was performed in Ireland, concluding in
2016 [420]. This study first investigated the EV charging landscape in Ireland, while
drawing comparisons to other European countries. The authors noticed that the numerous
EV adoption strategies and incentives undertaken by these countries are contributing to the
large growth of EV sales, which introduces a demand for charging stations. The authors then
analysed the usage of 711 charging stations, including 83 DC fast-chargers in Ireland and
Northern Ireland through their recorded charge events. Comparisons were performed on
aggregated standard and fast-DC charge point datasets, use cases for standard charge points,
and use cases for fast-charge points. From these comparisons, the authors then deduced that
slow AC chargers have more usage throughout the day, compared to fast chargers that see
more usage through the evening and night, which is consistent with the findings presented in
this paper. Additionally, the average charge duration for fast chargers is 36 minutes versus
three hours for standard chargers, which is also comparable to this paper’s findings.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 10.2 presents the various
types of EV charging infrastructure from a global to local standpoint. Section 10.3 analyses
and compares data collected from the UWA AC and DC charging stations, and the local
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Electric Highway network. In Section 10.4, a cost model is then drawn using this data from
the UWA stations before a summary and concluding remarks are drawn in Section 10.5.

10.2 Background

Charging infrastructures are investigated according to their charging standards, features and
inlet preferences, as detailed in their respective subsections.

10.2.1 AC and DC Charging Infrastructure

Countries around the world have adopted different charging standards, and in some cases
more than one. The United States and Canada have passed legislation to adopt the IEC 62196
Type-1 standard (single-phase AC), while the European Union has adopted the IEC 62196
Type-2 charging standard (three-phase AC). For DC, these countries use the compatible
Combined Charging System (CCS) standard, again as Type-1 (USA, Canada) and Type-2
(Europe), which allows vehicle manufacturers to use a single combined vehicle inlet for
either AC or DC charging. France and Italy initially adopted Type-3 (Scame) connectors and
are currently in transition towards Type-2 connectors.

Japan uses almost exclusively its CHAdeMO standard for DC charging, while China uses
its GB/T standard. Some countries, like Australia, have failed to adopt any national standard
and then had to suffer the consequences. A mix of Type-1 and Type-2 charging stations were
installed in different states in Australia initially when mostly Type-1 vehicles were imported
into the country (no EVs were ever produced in Australia). This changed in late 2017, when
leading vehicle manufacturers decided to change over to Type-2 for newly imported vehicles,
and other manufacturers can be presumed to follow. This leads to presumptions that the
whole country should adopt Type-2 stations as a standard which would cause major problems
for both charging station operators, as they could not serve all cars (unless they installed
Type-2 stations, which have exchangeable power cables), and vehicle owners, who would
not be able to charge their cars on CCS stations of the wrong type. Using Type-2 chargers,
however, makes sense for Australia, as the country does have a three-phase power grid.
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Fig. 10.1 Global EV charging inlet adoption [26].

Fig. 10.1 shows each country’s predominant AC charging standard in combination with
the adopted DC standard. The information used to generate this chart was extracted from the
publicly available PlugShare website [26], which claims to be the most accurate source of
charging stations worldwide, with approximately 112,000 locations and more than 170,000
outlets. Countries that have insufficient or no charging station data are not labelled.

There are several charging standards omitted from this graph, perhaps most importantly
the Tesla charging stations, which provide brand-specific chargers in all countries where
they distribute their vehicles. In Australia, China and Pakistan, Tesla DC charging stations
outnumber all other DC stations, as shown later in Fig. 10.4. When only considering the
Type-1, 2 and 3 connectors, Tesla stations outnumber all others in Serbia and Hong Kong.

Charging stations in Western Australia are progressing towards Type-2 chargers. This is
inherently visible in recent installations of charging stations, as well as the local charging
station networks as follows:

The UWA/REV fast-DC station supports:

• DC CCS Combo Type-2

• DC CHAdeMO

while, the RAC stations provide:

• DC CCS Combo Type-1

• DC CHAdeMO
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• AC Type-2 (Mennekes) [421]

This variety of outlets allows the stations to support the different EV standards currently
in use. All RAC DC-stations have a Level-2 AC station next to them, allowing vehicles
without fast-charging support to charge using an SAE J1772 (Type-1) connector. The power
and voltage outputs for charging stations that are commonly found around southwest WA is
tabulated as Table 10.1.

Table 10.1 Outputs of various charging stations in southwest WA

Type Phase Output Value

DC n/a
Max output current 120 A
Max output power 50 kW
Output voltage range 50 – 500 V DC

AC 3
Max output current 63 A
Max output power 543 kW
Output voltage range 400 V AC

AC 1
Max output current 32 A
Max output power 7.2 kW
Output voltage range 230 V AC (±10%)

10.2.2 EV Charging Traits

This subsection summarises the features that are typically associated with a charging station
network, which are given by their charging types, charging cycle, usage billing and charging
modes.

10.2.2.1 Types of EV Charging

There are several different methods of EV charging. When discussing the efficiency of the
various methods this paper does not including any transmission losses or power generation.
Various power generation methods for electric vehicle charging can be found here [422, 423],
with an in-depth comparative study in [424].

Electric vehicles are traditionally charged off AC mains. The AC power needs to be
converted into DC power by a rectifier inside the vehicle. Although this makes the charging
infrastructure quite simple, each EV must carry an expensive and heavy AC-to-DC converter
element. In many cases, first generation EVs are equipped with only a basic AC charger,
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useful for Level-1 home charging (up to 2.4 kW), but not taking advantage of the higher AC
currents available at Level-2 charging stations.

The higher the output power of a charger, the heavier and larger the charger must be.
Electric vehicles carry this internal charger as a part of their design, to allow charging off a
standard electric power point. But at higher currents this method becomes impractical, as
larger and heavier AC-DC converters would have to be carried.

DC stations offer a solution for this. Very little electronics is required in the EV itself, as
most of the hardware is included in the charging station. First, EV and station negotiate the
correct DC voltage level over a communication link. Then the station provides the correct
DC level at a much higher current than is feasible with AC charging. The communication
protocol used between the charging station and the vehicle is defined by IEC 61851-1 [425].

Signal data lines are part of all charging stations, whether AC or DC, and are fully defined
in IEC 62196 and IEC 61851. They are also part of safe-guarding stations and EVs against
failures and potential hazards. The stations used in the UWA EV trials were equipped with
internal over-voltage/over-current protection, over-heating control, and protective earth de-
tection. The stations were also installed on separate circuits with dedicated RCDs, following
the conventions of AS/NZS 3000 Wiring Rules [426].

10.2.2.2 Typical Charging Cycle

Electric vehicles go through three or more different states when charging. This can vary from
vehicle to vehicle. At a DC charging system, a battery is typically fast charged to only 80%
capacity, as the charging rate significantly slows down for the remaining 20%, due to the
battery’s increase in internal resistance [427].

At most AC charging systems, an EV is fully charged to 100%, but even then, it continues
to draw a small amount of power to maintain the charge of the battery at the top level. This
is to counteract the parasitic draw of various electrical systems in the vehicle, and keep the
battery full. Some EVs also condition the battery pack through heating or air conditioning,
in order to increase charging efficiency [428, 429] or simply pre-condition the cabin through
heating or cooling as a comfort feature for the driver.

Fig. 10.2 shows an EV charged from about 52% to 100% state of charge (SoC) on the
DC charging station at UWA. Although this station can provide 50 kW of power to the EV,
charging begins at 40 kW, and as the battery level rises the output power is further reduced.
For this reason, all DC charging stations stop charging at 80% SoC. The remaining 20% of
charging can take longer than the initial 80% and would preclude other customers from using
the charging station.
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Fig. 10.2 Battery charge rate (kW) in red and State of Charge (%) in blue over time.

Limitations on Charging Speed The following factors limit the effective charging speed
(or charging power) of a charging station [430]:

• Temperature of batteries: Very high, as well as very low temperatures, require lower
charging rates.

• Temperature of tolerable heat dissipation in the power electronics: Examples include
charging in closed environments, such as a domestic garage has to limit heat dissipation
in order to reduce any fire hazard.

• Health of the battery: Ageing or unhealthy batteries exhibit a larger variation in
individual cell voltages and will therefore require more time for balancing during the
charging process.

Driving Efficiency and Battery Size for EV There is a significant variation in energy
efficiency for EVs [431], ranging between:

• BMW i3: 136 Wh/km

• Mitsubishi i-MiEV: 135 Wh/km

• Nissan Leaf: 171 Wh/km

• Tesla Model S: 185 Wh/km

Also, each of these vehicles has a different battery capacity, ranging from the Leaf’s 16 kWh
battery to the Tesla Model S’ 100 kWh battery. For the sake of comparing the different
charging stations, two typical scenarios are taken, representing both ends of the spectrum:
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• Case 1: 16 kWh, 135 Wh/km

• Case 2: 100 kWh, 200 Wh/km

Inductive Charging Inductive charging allows wireless charging of an EV via an elec-
tromagnetic field. There is a coil in the vehicle and one located below the vehicle, usually
embedded in a mat. Of the various charging methods, this is the least efficient but the most
convenient, as it does not require the driver to plug the vehicle or even to carry a cable. A
major issue that manufacturers need to address is that the efficiency is reduced if the coils are
not aligned correctly when parked. Only 5% of the surveyed EVs parked within the tolerance
level of the coils, so this requires either a movable coil or a self-parking vehicle to reduce
this issue [432]. The power transfer efficiency varies depending on the manufacturer, air gap
and power rating. In seven different studies between 2011 and 2014 these values were found
to be between 83% and 92% [433].

10.2.2.3 Authentication and Billing

Charging station operators may want to control access by some form of user authentication
and bill users for their power usage. Authentication can take place in several different ways,
including locally at the station (allowing for the station to control authentication without
needing an internet connection), or via a server. The charging stations in the UWA/REV
trials use RFID cards that were provided to station users. These can be authenticated against
an external server. A local whitelist is useful in the event that the station loses its network
connection.

Interfaces to manage these stations are also necessary to collate and display the data to
users or operators. The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) was developed in an attempt to
foster global development, adoption and compliance of communication protocols [434]. This
common protocol means that stations from different manufacturers can be controlled by a
single OCPP server.

10.2.2.4 Charging Modes

Level-1 Charging (IEC 62196-3 Mode 2) Level-1 is limited by the rating of a standard
power outlet in the respective country. In Australia, the maximum power to be drawn at
Level-1 is 240 V at 10 A (2.4 kW). Electric vehicles are mostly fitted with these chargers
internally, as they are comparatively lightweight.
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Level-2 Charging (IEC 61851-3 Mode 3) Level-2 charging allows the vehicle to draw a
higher current up to 32 A at 240 V (7.7 kW for single phase or 23 kW for three phase). Like
Level-1 charging, this relies on the internal charger of the vehicle.

DC-Fast Charging (IEC 61851-3 Mode 4) DC-fast charging ranges from 50—900 V DC
and has a range of varying current outputs. Unlike other stations, the charger is not inside
the vehicle, but within the station itself. The station’s charger is controlled by the vehicle
via data lines. The stations in WA support up to 125 A (50 kW), while Tesla’s Supercharger
already charges at 120 kW [27]. Recent CCS 2.0 stations are supplying up to 350 kW per
station [435], while future CCS DC chargers will deliver up to 450 kW per station [436, 437].

Alternate Methods Another potential method of converting AC power into DC for charg-
ing the vehicle is through the use of integrated motor drives where the vehicles’ motors are
used to do the conversion [438].

Charging Speed Comparison Table 10.2 compares the various charging techniques for
different battery types and charging levels.

Table 10.2 Charging style configuration and time for small and large battery packs

Charging Type Charge level
Charging time

16 kWh 100 kWh

Level-1 100% 5 hours 33 hours
Level-2 (1-phase) 100% 2 hours 11 hours
Level-2 (3-phase) 100% 40 minutes 3.7 hours
DC 50 kW 80% 15 minutes 1.5 hours
DC 150 kW 80% 5 minutes 32 minutes
DC 450 kW 80% 1.7 minutes 10.7 minutes

10.2.3 Charging Standard Preferences

Australian Charging Standard Preference Fig. 10.3 presents a chart of the number of
charging stations installed in Australia as of 2018. In total 416 stations have been registered
at online platform PlugShare [26].
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Fig. 10.3 Australian charging inlet adoption.

It was observed that there are slightly more installations for CHAdeMO than CCS in
Australia, but CCS is expected to take over within two years, as there is a shift to more CCS
inlets from major car manufacturers. BMW as one of the market leaders, has decided to
swap over from Type-1 to Type-2 EV inlets for the Australian market and it is expected that
will trigger other OEMs to follow suit. Standards Australia has so far failed to recommend
any charging standard although the topic has been debated for over ten years. Out of the 416
stations registered, there are:

• 20 Tesla Superchargers,

• 41 CCS,

• 45 CHAdeMO,

• 98 Type-2, and

• 212 Type-1 stations.

International EV Plug Adoption The global adoption of DC charging inlets from about
147,911 charging stations worldwide as of 2018 was also analysed, as illustrated in Fig. 10.4 [26].
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Fig. 10.4 Global DC charging inlet adoption.

The Chinese GB/T standard has the highest share of all worldwide charging installations,
but only exists in China, due to the Chinese government’s New Energy Vehicle (NEV) initia-
tives in 2009, which catalysed the installations of charging stations around the country [439].
CHAdeMO, originating in Japan, was introduced prior to CCS and has many installations
in Japan and North America, leading to its higher market share. Of the charging stations in
Figure 4, there are:

• 115,776 GB/T DC chargers, of which 66,059 are combined AC/DC stations [369]

• 16,639 CHAdeMO stations,

• 8,496 Tesla Superchargers, and

• 7,000 CCS stations [440].

10.3 Analysis of Charging Station Usage

Charging behaviours are analysed according to station types, whereby AC charging on
the network is first presented. This is followed with a comparison between AC and DC
charging before DC charging behaviours are further detailed. A majority of the statistics
are presented as time series analyses according to hour-of-day and day-of-week groupings
for charge counts, durations and energy measurements (instantaneous delivery and charging
consumption). Findings from this section is subsequently used to formulate part of the cost
model as presented in Section 10.4.
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10.3.1 Methodology

Analytical data was collected from real-world public charging station events. To study
the behaviours of AC charging stations, usage patterns of the UWA/REV charging station
network were analysed, comprising 20 AC chargers at 7 kW and a DC-fast charger at 50 kW.
Data was obtained during the period of 1 June 2012 through 31 January 2018 for the AC
stations, and from 12 November 2014 through 13 October 2017 for the DC station, unless
stated otherwise.

In Sections 10.3.2 and 10.3.3, the charging patterns across all AC stations on the
UWA/REV charging station network were analysed across the data summary tabulated
in Table 10.3. To ensure that only legitimate charging events are logged, a data filter was
applied to sample events that are between five minutes to 24 hours long with energy con-
sumptions between 0.01 kWh and 150 kWh. This eliminates any test charge events and
outliers.

Table 10.3 Total statistics for the AC stations across the sample period

Number of events 4,444
Total energy delivered 29,206 kWh
Total plugged in time 672 days

Similarly, DC charge patterns were analysed in Sections 10.3.3 through 10.3.5 across
the data summary tabulated in Table 10.4. Sampled charging events are between one minute
to 24 hours long, and consumes between 0.1 kWh to 150 kWh.

Table 10.4 Total statistics for the DC station across the sample period

Number of events 2,370
Total energy delivered 16,874 kWh
Total plugged in time 815 hours

10.3.2 AC Charging and Maintaining Charge

UWA/REV stations are Level-2 AC stations which typically require a few hours to fully
charge a vehicle and therefore many users leave their vehicles charging while they are at
work. Many vehicles are hence idly plugged into the charging station even when charging has
been completed. Of course, this is mostly because no fees are being collected for charging or
for parking at these stations. AC charging is typically performed across a longer duration,
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so vehicles are often left tethered to a station past its fully-charged state. Residual energy
is therefore required to maintain the vehicle’s charge level during this period, keeping the
batteries at their float voltage. In other words, charging events typically begins with a
charging phase, where upon completion transitions to a maintaining phase to maintain the
batteries’ float voltage.
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Fig. 10.5 The average energy delivered at each hour of day for an AC station.

Fig. 10.5 illustrates the average instantaneous energy delivery of one AC charging station
on the network at each hour of day, sampled at five minute intervals. Energy delivery
increases and peaks at 9 am because it is then when many users arrive at work to charge their
vehicle. The energy used to maintain charge increases and peaks at 12 noon, when most of
the vehicles have been fully charged. That said, the average energy used to maintain charge
on a vehicle averages at only 2.19 Wh (“Maintain” bar), which is significantly below the
average charging energy of 63.3 Wh (“Charge” bar).
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Fig. 10.6 The average vehicle charging times starting at each given hour of day for an AC
station.

Fig. 10.6 shows the time spent for an AC charging station to be in charging or maintaining
state over the time of day, given as an average across all stations by sampling each instanta-
neous charging state every five minutes. As most charging events commence around 9 am to
10 am, more time is spent charging at the station, and as the vehicles get charged, the “charge
bar” in the graph eventually transitions into the “maintain bar” for the rest of the vehicle’s
plug-in time. The charging stations free up in the evenings, before demand increases again in
the next morning. In total, the UWA/REV AC stations have spent 312 days charging and 405
days maintaining charge over the data collection time frame, which averages to 0.342 hours
charging and 0.431 hours maintaining per day per station. The average charge event at an
AC station takes 3.91 hours and uses 6.66 kWh of energy.
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Fig. 10.7 The average energy delivered at each day of week for an AC station.

By analysing the charging patterns across a week on the station network, Fig. 10.7
indicates that more energy is used during the weekdays for charging, at an average of 0.27
kWh per station per day. Charger usage drops significantly on weekends to less than half at
0.11 kWh per day.
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Fig. 10.8 The average vehicle charging times for each day of week for an AC station.
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When comparing charge times across the days of the week, Fig. 10.8 shows that charging
duration decreases during the weekends by 53% on average, each station spends 0.14 hours
charging and maintaining on weekdays, and 0.043 hours on weekends. This is consistent
with the results from Fig. 10.7.
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Fig. 10.9 Comparison for the number of chargers per day between each of the AC stations.

A comparison of the average daily number of charge events for each UWA/REV AC
charging station on the network is shown in Fig. 10.9. A dual outlet charging station is
installed at each location for two parking bays. The low number of charges per day is mostly
due to slower charging on AC and the fact that cars are not collected when charging is
finished, so charging bays are not freed up for new customers. The charger locations near
offices and work locations enable their staff to charge on a more consistent basis, but it leaves
the stations vacant on weekends. This is evident in the UWA Computer Science (UWA) and
Main Roads stations, where staff charge their vehicles daily on weekdays. The stations in the
suburbs of Subiaco and Fremantle are in general parking areas and are more accessible to
the public. However, the low EV penetration rate combined with the long charging times
contributes to lower charging numbers for these stations. Overall, UWA/REV AC stations
have on average 0.27 charges per day, ranging from 0.08 to 0.55 charges per day.
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Fig. 10.10 Comparison for the instantaneous energy delivered at each station per day across
each of the AC stations.

By comparing the energy delivery per day for each AC station, Fig. 10.10 shows a similar
trend to Fig. 10.9, whereby a higher charge per day will contribute to a higher energy usage
for each station. Each station delivers on average 1.76 kWh per day, with the Main Roads
station delivering the most energy at 4.38 kWh per day.

10.3.3 AC versus DC Station Comparison (CS vs DC)

A comparison of the UWA/REV fast-DC station (DC) against an AC station on the network
at the UWA Computer Science (CS) car park is shown in Fig. 10.11. As expected, the DC
station delivers much higher energy amounts in a shorter time than the AC station.
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Fig. 10.11 The differences in instantaneous energy delivered by an AC station versus a DC
station at each hour of day (CS vs DC).

Fig. 10.11 compares the energy usage between the DC station and the AC station across
each hour of day based on its charge events. The energy used for the AC station is the sum of
its energy delivery during charging and maintaining phases. The DC station uses 7.78 times
more energy per hour than the AC station. On average, the AC station delivers 0.09 kWh
per hour, while the DC station delivers 1.0 kWh per hour. Also, while the energy delivery
at the AC station peaks at 9 am, charging events at the DC station usually peak later in the
morning and continue into the afternoon and evening. The quick charging capability of the
DC stations means that users can often charge their vehicle en route to their destination.
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Fig. 10.12 The difference in charging time on an AC station versus a DC station at each hour
of day.

Fig. 10.12 compares the charging duration between the UWA DC station and the UWA
AC station that commences at each hour of day. Charging durations for the AC station is
a sum of its charging and maintaining phases. On average, vehicles are tethered to an AC
station 6.5 times longer than at a DC station. Even so, there is only a 13.3% difference in the
energy delivered between the DC and AC charge events.

It is noted that while charging durations on the AC station are longest for morning arrivals,
there is no such noticeable trend for DC charging durations.
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Fig. 10.13 The average charging duration for a DC and AC charge event.
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Fig. 10.13 compares the average charging duration for each charge event on the UWA/REV
DC and AC stations. The data for AC charging is averaged across all charging events on all
AC stations. The average AC charging time across all metropolitan stations is 235 minutes (3
hours 55 minutes) for 6.65 kWh, while the average DC charging takes 20.2 minutes for 7.80
kWh.
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Fig. 10.14 The daily energy delivery for a DC and AC station.

When comparing the daily energy delivery between the AC and DC charging stations,
Fig. 10.14 illustrates that the DC station typically delivers 23.9 kWh per day, and 1.57 kWh
per day for an AC station.

10.3.4 DC Station Comparison

Comparing data from the UWA DC station with the Electric Highway DC stations in the
WA South-West, the number of charge events, charging duration and the energy delivered is
considered.
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Fig. 10.15 Number of DC charge events per station per day of week between the UWA
(12/11/2014 to 13/10/2017) and the Electric Highway (RAC) (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016).

The number of charges per day of week in Fig. 10.15 compares the average charges at
UWA with the RAC stations. The charging data from the RAC stations is compared with
the UWA/REV data across 2,370 recorded charging instances beginning from 12 November
2014 to 13 October 2017. The average number of DC charge events is 3.35 per day at UWA,
but only 0.65 per day for the average Electric Highway station.
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Fig. 10.16 The number of charges per day for each station from the UWA (12/11/2014 to
13/10/2017) and the RAC (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016).

By comparing the number of charges per day for each station, Fig. 10.16 shows that the
stations closer to the Perth CBD are used more often than those in regional areas. The RAC
West Perth station has 3.0 charges per day, whereas the UWA station has 3.35 charges per
day. The regional stations have significantly fewer than 1.0 charge per day, with Mandurah at
0.86 charges per day, and the lowest being Nannup at 0.087 charge events per day. This puts
the average number of charge events of an Electric Highway station to 0.65 charges per day.
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Fig. 10.17 The amount of energy in kWh delivered per day for each DC station from the
UWA (12/11/2014 to 13/10/2017) and the RAC (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016).

Energy delivery across all stations per day is in line with their number of charge events in
Fig. 10.16, whereby stations in the city deliver more energy per day. However, despite their
lower charging frequency, regional stations deliver more energy per charge as illustrated in
Fig. 10.17. The West Perth station delivers the most energy at 30.4 kWh per day, followed by
the UWA station at 23.9 kWh. The Augusta station delivers the least amount of energy at 1.2
kWh per day. The average energy delivered by the Electric Highway stations comes to 7.92
kWh per day.
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Fig. 10.18 The energy delivered per station per day of week between the UWA (12/11/2014
to 13/10/2017) and the Electric Highway (RAC) (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016) DC stations.

Fig. 10.18 compares the energy usage between the UWA station and the average Electric
Highway station across each day of the week. The Highway stations are more popular during
weekends, as more traffic commutes to regional destinations. On average the Highway
stations consume 5.55 kWh on a Sunday as compared to 2.88 kWh on a Thursday. The UWA
charging station delivers the most energy on Wednesday with 27.3 kWh, and the least on
Monday with 19 kWh.
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Fig. 10.19 The energy delivered per station per hour of day between the UWA (12/11/2014
to 13/10/2017) and the RAC (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016) DC stations.

Fig. 10.19 compares the energy consumption per time of day between the UWA station
and the average of the RAC charging stations. This data was averaged through all the
historical charges on the UWA station, which was then classified to its instantaneous energy
consumption at each hourly duration per day. This data is then compared with the data that
was obtained from the RAC stations. On average, the UWA station delivers 23.9 kWh per
day, while the average Highway station delivers 4.08 kWh per day.
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Fig. 10.20 The average charging durations on the UWA (12/11/2014 to 13/10/2017) and the
Electric Highway (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016) DC stations.
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Charging durations at the UWA stations, as shown in Fig. 10.20, are predominantly under
40 minutes, which makes up 89% of all charges. The average charging time for the UWA DC
station is 22.45 minutes. Half of the charges at the Electric Highway stations take between
20 to 40 minutes, with 29% taking less than 20 minutes. The average charging time for the
Electric Highway DC stations is 30.68 minutes.

Table 10.5 Comparison of average charging duration and energy consumption for AC and
DC stations (02/03/2016 to 20/09/2016).

Type Owner Duration (hh:mm) Energy (kWh)

DC UWA 00:21 7.128
Highway 00:31 12.26

AC UWA (7 kW) 05:11 9.811
Highway (7 kW) 02:01 4.313
Highway (43kW) 01:19 16.69

Table 10.5 summarises the average charging duration and energy consumption per charge
on AC or DC charging stations of UWA and RAC. Comparing the DC charge times, users of
an RAC DC station charge 10 minutes longer on average and delivered 4.6 kWh more energy
than they do at the UWA station. This is mostly contributed by the West Perth station, which
is more frequented by drivers due to its close proximity to the city centre, which implies
that drivers can visit the nearby shopping centre and cafes while their vehicle is charging.
Conversely, charging durations are longer at the UWA/REV AC stations (of which half are
installed near workplaces) when compared to the RAC 7 kW AC stations, which average to
about 1.5 hours longer and 2.83 kWh more energy delivered. The 43 kW fast-AC chargers
average at 1.3 hours charge time, delivering 16.69 kWh of energy. The average charging time
per vehicle on the UWA DC station is 21 minutes to take, on average, 7.1 kWh of energy.
For the Highway stations, the average charging time is 31 minutes for 12.26 kWh of energy.

10.3.5 DC Charging Connectors Used

Fig. 10.21 compares the types of connectors used at the UWA DC station. CHAdeMO (88%)
is in higher demand than CCS (12%) which is because popular EV models from Mitsubishi
and Nissan use CHAdeMO, and Tesla provides a CHAdeMO adapter for their vehicles. This
trend is set to change with the introduction of more EVs with CCS connectors in Australia
from the 2018 model year onwards.
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Fig. 10.21 Percentage of connector types used at the UWA DC station (12/11/2014 to
13/10/2017).

10.4 Cost Modelling

Table 10.6 introduces a cost model that includes the usage analysis as summarised in Sec-
tion 10.3. This is presented as a probabilistic case study for running and maintaining various
types of charging stations, namely 7 kW AC (AC-7), 50 kW DC (DC-50), 150 kW DC (DC-
150) and 350 kW DC (DC-350). Data for the cost model was collected from the historical
data from the UWA/REV AC and DC charging station network.

The stations’ running costs are calculated per day based on the costs associated to
their estimated purchasing and installation costs, while assuming a financing option and
depreciation of 5% and 8% per annum respectively over its lifespan. Energy tariffs are based
on ongoing rates from Synergy, which is the sole residential energy provider in metropolitan
WA. Based on observations, new stations are expected to be provisioned for ten years before
needing replacements or large-scale maintenance. The total running cost includes estimated
ongoing maintenance cost, and the option of parking bay rental. Calculations of the sales
required to break even include scenarios where bay rental is needed or otherwise. Actual
energy and charging time values are based on data collection from the UWA/REV stations.
The estimated use subject illustrates conservative estimates for utilisation of more powerful
DC stations under a higher EV adoption rate.

A station running cost Cr is calculated as the sum of its finance interest, depreciation and
its operating/maintenance cost per day, adding its energy supply cost and if applicable, its
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bay lease.

Cr =
i+D+Cm

365.25
+

Csup

S
[+Cs] (10.1)

Using estimates for i, D, and Cm in Table 10.6, along Csup provided by Synergy, the running
cost for the 7 kW AC, 50 kW DC, 150 kW DC and 350 kW DC stations was calculated to
be $2.11, $13.81, $28.99 and $57.62 respectively, excluding an estimated bay lease of $10
per day. These figures scale exponentially with the charging station’s power output, as more
powerful stations are more expensive and require more energy to operate. This is, however,
compensated with faster charging durations, allowing a higher charge frequency.

To calculate the required break-even energy sales R for each charging station to break
even, scenarios with profit margins M at 50% and 100%, with or without the bay lease of
$10/day (B/B̄) were considered. The energy tariff TE is referenced to Synergy, which at time
of writing stands at $0.28327/kWh.

R =
Cr

M ·TE
(10.2)

The calculated sales requirements R to break-even for these four scenarios across the four
charging station types is then plotted as illustrated in Fig. 10.22.
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Fig. 10.22 Break-even points for the AC and DC stations’ energy delivery in kWh required
under scenarios representing with or without bay rentals CB (Bay/No bay), with sales margins
set at 50% (M = 0.5) and 100% (M = 1).
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From Fig. 10.22, it is clear that any fee for the charging bay rental CB increases the
required break-even energy sales requirement R, but it has a lower relative effect on the
higher-output DC stations, which are expected to sell more energy per day accordingly. For
instance, the presence of the bay rental fee CB across both margins increases the break-even
point R by 573% on the 7 kW AC station, which means this station will never be profitable
in this scenario.

For 50 kW, 150 kW and 350 kW DC stations, break-even point R increases to 172%,
134% and 117%, respectively. This results in less impact for faster stations. Increasing the
sales margins from 50% to 100% halves the break-even point R across all stations and CB

scenarios.
The collected data in Sections 10.3.2 and 10.3.4 was subsequently utilised to measure the

actual usage of the 7 kW AC and 50 kW DC stations, the energy delivery Ed is defined as the
product of the number of users N and the average energy use per charge EC.

Ed = N ·EC (10.3)

The energy cost CE at that station is thus determined by the energy tariff TE .

CE = TE ·Ed (10.4)

By drawing a conservative estimate that anticipates a higher EV penetration density, a three
to four-fold increase in users per day is expected across the 7 kW AC and 50 kW DC station,
and more daily users for 150 kW and 350 kW DC stations once they are available.
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10.5 Conclusion

While it makes a significant difference, whether charging energy is provided free of charge
or for a nominal fee, the location of the stations is also a fundamental factor. While originally
proposed as an Electric Highway by UWA, the RAC in cooperation with the local councils
decided to place charging stations in the local town centres instead of in proximity to the
bypassing highway. The idea was probably that with the low number of EVs at this stage, the
local communities should also benefit from this charging infrastructure. However, introducing
power charges at about twice the rate of domestic fees made sure that locals will not use
these chargers. Why would they use a charging station if they can charge for half the cost at
their nearby home (or practically free if they have a solar photovoltaic system installed)?

As battery technology continues to evolve, EVs with larger batteries are coming onto the
market. This means that public Level-1 and Level-2 AC charging infrastructure will become
obsolete. The market is expected to shift such that AC charging is being used exclusively for
home charging, while all public infrastructure will be DC charging.

The costs of the infrastructure, coupled with the consistently changing technology makes
such an investment quite risky, considering the lifecycle and return on investment. Only
where massive government incentives or investor capital are available do these projects
become feasible. Even then, the infrastructure will only be utilised when the vehicle itself
does not have access to home charging. So, if one tries a comparison with the existing petrol
station network, only about 10% of all charges are expected to need public infrastructure.
Of course, this number highly depends on the local housing environment. The higher the
percentage of people who live in houses with garages (as is the case in Western Australia),
as opposed to apartments without any EV charging options, the lower the infrastructure
requirement will be.

The major factors in EV adoption remain the initial purchase price (which is closely tied
to $/kWh battery prices) followed by the availability—or possibly just the perception of
availability—of EV charging infrastructure. For modern EVs, range and charging times are
almost on par with ICE vehicles, so these points should no longer play a role in purchase
decisions.





Chapter 11

Conclusions

This chapter summarises the contributions of this thesis and presents possible outlines for
future research directions. While this thesis explores problems across an interdisciplinary
field related to intelligent vehicles, certain prevailing conclusions can be drawn in this respect.

11.1 Overall Findings

This thesis has resulted in the following contributions to the research in applied autonomous
driving and electric vehicles.

In Chapter 4, a visual approach to multi-robot navigation was conceptualised. This
method utilised an existing multi-robot system that was initially developed for distributed
cooperative SLAM to solve localisation problems relating to wheel slip and obstacle detection,
leading to the incorporation of visual odometry and semantic segmentation into the system.
Evaluations have verified the feasibility of these algorithms in tangible outdoor environments,
thereby motivating their implementations on frameworks for autonomous cars.

Chapters 5 through 8 have described subsequent implementations of these visual nav-
igation approaches with an emphasis on autonomous driving. This began with semantic
segmentation validations on Perth roads in Chapter 5, which resulted in robust classification
accuracies and frame rates that are adequate for practical autonomous drives, which is fur-
ther enhanced with LiDAR measurements. This was then integrated first as a module in a
C++-based autonomous driving framework in Chapter 6, and then as part of an improved
ROS-based framework in Chapter 7. In both instances, the visual navigation algorithms
were supplemented with additional sensors such as LiDARs and IMUs to establish a holistic
driving system. Semantic segmentation results were successfully used for the detection
of road regions and lane markers, enabling the vehicle to achieve lane keeping and scene
understanding. Visual odometry was implemented as described Chapter 7, which saw the
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optimisation of an existing method to exploit the architecture of embedded computers, result-
ing in real-time accurate localisations. In addition to road lanes, visual object detection and
recognition was utilised to construct path delimiters for drive tests. In this case, traffic cones
were classified through an SVM and their positions are accurately ascertained by fusing
LiDAR measurements, thereby producing an open path with the cones placed at either side.
This method was verified first on the real system in Chapter 7, and then on a simulation
platform in Chapter 8. For both applications, the cone detection algorithms were able to
detect and position cones in real-time, enabling the vehicle to autonomously navigate the
path.

Chapter 9 introduced the research on electric vehicles in this thesis through the pre-
sentation of a cloud-based telemetry platform, REView for data collection and analyses.
This platform was programmed as a hybrid V2C/I2C solution for connected EVs, charging
infrastructures and energy sources that are capable of aggregating data and interpreting it
in a cohesive and meaningful way. Processed data are then visualised as a series of tables
and charts with gamification features to critically inform EV users and station operators, in
addition to providing automated billings to support network monetisation. Each feature on
REView was modularly programmed to ensure scalability and improve interoperability for
upcoming infrastructures and technologies. Usage forecasts for charging infrastructures have
predicted the increase in popularity of fast chargers as EVs are shipped with larger battery
capacities, whereas AC charging may be phasing into obsolescence with its lower charging
frequencies. Results originating from REView have since facilitated significant headways
into the investigation of Western Australia’s EV landscape. Chapter 10 is an example of
this contribution; data from REView was used to compared infrastructure usages between
AC and DC charging. The study began with a comprehensive overview of the current EV
charging outlook and proceeds with a consecution of time series analyses across AC and DC
charging, with comparisons drawn against data from the RAC Electric Highway. Analysis
results have demonstrated that charging behaviours differ across different charging types
and that the location and usage cost of charging infrastructures directly affects its popularity.
Following this, a cost model is also presented to illustrate the cost of charging infrastructure
ownership and concluded that faster chargers will better benefit from higher usage traffic
which will quickly offset the higher initial cost of investment.
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11.2 Future Research Recommendations

Throughout the compilation of this thesis, there had been limitations that were identified,
thereby disseminating further research questions. Notable recommendations for future works
are described in the following paragraphs at a higher level.

Improved optimisations on visual navigation algorithms Much of the algorithmic im-
plementations described in this thesis were performed on embedded computers which provide
limited computation headroom when compared to a workstation computer. While preliminary
optimisations were performed for visual odometry, semantic segmentation was not subjected
to this treatment which can yield higher frame rates. Segmentations can be optimised either
by segregating ROIs (such as the road region for lane following routines) or by ignoring
classes that are less relevant to a routine. Further, these methods can leverage on the rapid
enhancements of deep learning libraries such as TensorFlow (including the upcoming Ten-
sorFlow 3.0) to easily design platform-optimised architectures. Contributing to this ease are
also the availabilities of newer embedded computers that are purpose-built for deep learning
applications from Nvidia. Its CUDA parallel computing platform and cuDNN deep learning
library are well-supported for their compute hardware, capable of accelerating deep learning
performances including TensorFlow and Caffe.

End-to-end multi-sensor driving system The autonomous driving frameworks that were
described in this thesis uses mediated perception that sees the decoupling of environmental
perception and decision making. On the contrary, an end-to-end approach applies machine
learning methods directly onto the control system with inputs such as steering, braking and
acceleration. Using an end-to-end model that incorporates accurate localisation and scene
understanding will introduce a cohesive deep learning paradigm for autonomous driving.
Preliminary works to extend the software framework in Chapter 7 into an end-to-end solution
is currently in the works.This approach utilises existing sensors and compute hardware along
with the simulation system described in Chapter 8 to present a multi-sensor solution for
autonomous road drives.

Electromobility penetration forecasts The plethora of data collected throughout the years
on REView presents myriad possible analytics beyond its usage forecasts. Using UWA’s
DC charger as an example, the trends observed for charge frequencies, duration and energy
consumption can be reinterpreted to predict Perth’s electric vehicle landscape, as it experi-
ences a consistent usage frequency. For instance, models from charging frequencies and the
number of EVs in Perth can be heterogeneously fused to improve prediction accuracies of EV
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numbers. Likewise, data relating to charging energy delivery can be used to predict battery
capacities of future EVs. Predictions like these can therefore be used as critical information
such as policy whitepapers and consumer education.

Cloud-based big data analytics Throughout the preparation of works presented in this
thesis, an understanding was established that much of the efforts, be it in autonomous driving
or electromobility, are homogeneously converging towards a big data problem. Similar to
the connected infrastructures, the autonomous driving software generates large amounts of
complex real-time data from its interfaces whereby the use of big data analytics can greatly
benefit and streamline any recursive learning routines. This can be further enhanced with
cloud computing, taking advantage of high-speed, low-latency mobile connectivity to intro-
duce a centralised, large-scale deployment of an edge-based multi-agent autonomous vehicle
system over a V2V/V2C model. On the other hand, the nature of REView’s current data
structure can greatly benefit from a big data framework as data collection and visualisation
occur in real-time. REView, when properly redesigned over a PaaS model for big data
analytics, will thereby provide high-performance data acquisition with guaranteed scalability
as a long-term solution to cater for the increasing number of EVs and charging infrastructures.
When cloud-based autonomous driving is deployed alongside REView over a PaaS model,
the foundation for a highly intelligent framework for smart cities can be established. This
interconnectivity will enable an autonomous EV to access information relating to charging
infrastructures such as its location and type, where it can further access information from
the smart grid to schedule ideal charging patterns for its driving behaviours. Ultimately, this
could thereby enable perpetual autonomous drives without user interference.

11.3 Final Remarks

This thesis has documented the application of visual navigation algorithms and the develop-
ment of comprehensive software frameworks for autonomous driving and electric vehicles.
Visual navigation algorithms were first verified for application feasibility, implemented first
on mobile robots as a precursor, and then on purpose-built autonomous driving frameworks
for real-world evaluations. Continuing on the trend of software framework developments
is the presentation of an intelligent telemetry platform, REView, for electric vehicles and
their infrastructures. Analytics stemming from REView have aided in the study of charging
behaviours, usage forecasts and ownership costs for charging infrastructures across Western
Australia.
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As we observe this research field transition from engineering to a machine learning
approach, products that incorporate intelligent solutions for vehicles are becoming com-
monplace. Some of these proliferations evolve into proposals of distributed systems that
encompass the field of connected mobility, often incorporating external infrastructures that
interconnect through the IoV. As computers are inherently electronic devices, it easily in-
terfaces with drive-by-wire vehicles; having an electric vehicle thereby consolidates the
computer, control and battery management systems into a cohesive platform. This ratio-
nalises any decision to build a connected autonomous electric vehicle. In the case of our
testbed, it achieves this through the simple addition of a cellular modem, allowing users to
control its computer over the Internet. This implication is far-reaching, and that the efforts
that this thesis describes are preliminary in comparison. Examples in addition to the said
research recommendations would include a centralised, cloud-based autonomous system for
distributed vehicles. This could, for example, benefit services such as ridesharing, which are
operable by governments or private entities.

More importantly, I have since observed that the algorithms for intelligent transportation
are rapidly established through the availability of large open-source communities and libraries,
and its often high computation requirements will eventually be resolved with the availability
of more efficient computers. Conversely, the social acceptance into these technologies
remains a salient aspect of building a sustainable economy for these products. The suggestion
for big data as a research recommendation is persistent across all levels of study, with
implications extending beyond engineering, legislation and the economy. For instance, local
governments and communities are striving to enact policies and prepare for their inevitable
advent, but often lack an understanding of how the technologies will affect them in the future.
Unlike technological innovations that can blanket entire product lines on a global scale, their
public acceptance and penetration are context-specific and spatial, and therefore any analysis
will have to apply accordingly. The presence of large data output from the system and the
availability of high-speed, low-latency wireless connectivity such as 5G networks are further
encouraging this research. This confluence of technologies that encompasses connected
intelligent transport, big data/cloud computing and 5G will catalyse the development of
connected transport systems and the IoV, introducing a research gap that continuously attracts
fast-paced developments. The untapped potentials that arise from these technologies will
render any structured data to be immensely valuable.

The works described in this thesis originates within The REV Project and are testaments
to its mission in developing intelligent and sustainable transportation solutions. We hope
that the presentation of these readings is able to encourage future advancements toward this
fast-paced research field.
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